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NCE more the Legenda makes its entrance into the college
world, and again its editors recommend it to the consid-
erate attention of Wellesley and her friends. During the
year since we pored over the pages of '90's annual and
rejoiced in its success, sufficient progress has been made
in the college to justify the expectation of an advance
in the merits and worth of the Senior publication ; and, with the
IK^-^^I
^g,^,J^l modesty of editors, we do not say that such an expectation
will lead to disappointment. We make no apologies for the
deficiencies and faults of the book, if there are any; trusting that they will
prove a warning and an example to our successors, that they will be viewed
leniently by those who love us, and that they may quite escape the notice
of those who do not.
One thing, however, we must beg our critical readers to keep in mind
;
that is, the great disadvantage under which the Editorial Board has labored in
losing their first choice for Editor-in-Chief, Miss May West, Z A. Though
Miss West was able to lay careful plaits for this issue of the Legenda, and
allowed to see the materialization of many of them, she was obliged to
resign her position early in the history of the Board and leave numerous
details to be worked out by her successor. Much as this loss must be felt
by those who turn the pages of our book, the editors have felt it far more,
and take this opportunity to express their regret for its necessity, as well as
their appreciation of the careful forethought that has made the path so much
smoother for her successor.
From the contemplation of our private troubles, we turn to voice the
sentiment of our class in its outcry against Fate, that she, regardless of our
entreaties and our tears, chose this year to enforce the absence of our
College President.
To her so heartily chosen to act in President Shafer's stead, we are
grateful for guidance and help. We are mindful of her whole-souled efforts
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and appreciative of her success, and we trust we may not be misunderstood
if we say that the Class of '91 feels itself somewhat aggrieved in being called
upon to pass through this its Senior year without that President who has
led us through the preceding years of our course, and who, it would seem,
has given us a claim upon her in the honorable right to add her name to our
list of members.
But, in spite of Plate's unkindness, we issue the annual, which, it is
hoped, has become a regular feature of the college year, although, as yet, of
but three years' standing. To '89's heroism and to '90's discretion we owe
this privilege. If we have endangered it to succeeding classes, our excuse
is that the sole legacy of the Dragon to us was the command ''to have our
jokes funny,'' and we felt justified in taking some risk to attain that end.
Ponder well, O reader, the dire result to future generations before you pro-
nounce "not funny." The Dragon may be only sleeping and waiting to be
roused by the verdict which means disobedience. We would not mention this
to dampen your criticism, but purely from thoughtfulness for our neighbors.
From a similar motive we call attention to a slight change from the cus-
tom of our predecessors, concerning the period of time covered by the cal-
endars. It is for many reasons safer to write of things of which we know,
than to trust the accuracy of prophetic visions or even women's plans. And,
therefore, the record in this book is limited by the month of publication.
But we are still unwilling that the great day of the Class History, the " Senior
Tree Day," be granted no historian
; and we would accordingly direct the
attention of those who come after us to this fact, that we have been proud to
record in our annual a short account of the Tree Day of our predecessors.
Were it not for the expensive lessons of experience, we would leave this
fact, with its accompanying suggestion, to insinuate itself into the acute
mind of '92. But editorial training teaches us that the point is occasionally
missed, and that hints must not be too delicate if they would attain their
end ; hence, we speak plainly.
Since this page is the only one where the editors can speak for them-
selves, we must sacrifice unity to the needs of the case, and also mention
here the regret we feel at discovering the similarity of our choice in the
exterior of the book to that of a brother college. Were we not so confident in
the fairness and justice of that college, we might fear the suspicion of imitation,
and be tempted to mention that one of our number possesses a genuinely
S w I.I.I. i;si.i:n- i.i-:(;K\n,\.
ancient book of similar appearance. As it is, we hope that they may not be
dissatisfied that our minds should have happened \.o find the same channels.
The purpose of this book is to give, to those who are sufficiently inter-
ested to seek it. some idea of student life at Wellesley during the past year;
and, though we have felt that such a picture would be far from complete
without a mention of matters— such as the Students' Association and
societies — of serious and vital interest in college life, yet, in general, the
aim has been to give the lighter side of life from the students' stand-point.
In all this we have been greatly aided by the kindness of our friends,
even those outside the class as whose especial organ this book is issued.
Particularly we shall remember Miss Bertha Jones, a former student at
Wellesley, and a member of Z A, Miss Edith Luther, A. S., Miss C. R.
Green, S. S., the interest of all of whom has materialized in a way most
acceptable to our art editors.
From the President of our class, in this as in many other matters, we
have received sympathy, appreciation, and help; and our love and loyaliv
increase. Several members of the class have given us especial aid ; and to
the Senior Class, as a whole, we would express our gratitude for and appre-
ciation of the honor paid us in their choice of us to edit their annual. As
we give it to the public, we feel that our fondest dream will be realized and
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WILLIAM F. WARREN, S.T. D., LL. L. .
ALVAH HOVEY, D. D., LL. L). .
RANDOLPH S. FOSTER, S. 1 . D , LL. D.
JOHN HALL, D. D
WILLIAM H. WILLCOX, D. D., LL. U.
1)WIGHT L. MOODY
ELISHA S. CONVERSE .
WILLIAM CLAFLIN, LL. 1). .
MARY B. CLAFLIN
RUFUS S. FROST ....
AMOS W. STETSON ....
MARTHA W. WILKINSON
HANNAH B. GOODWIN .
WILLIAM S. HOUGHTON
ALEXANDER McKENZIE, D. D.
EUSTACE C. FITZ ....
LILIAN IIORSFORD ....
ALICE FREEMAN PALMER, Th. D , LL.
HORACE E. SCUDDER, B. A. .
MARION PELTON GUILD, B. A. .
HELEN A. SHAFER, M. A.
President of Boston University.
/'resident of Newton Theological Seminary.
Bishop of M. E. Church, Boston.

















President of Wellesley College.
QSoarb of (piei^ora*
EBEN N. HORSFORD, M.A
President oe the Board.
EBEN N. HORSFORD, NL A.
JOHN F. WEIR, N. A., M. A.
EDWARD ABBO r, M. A. .
MARTIN BRIMMER, B. A.



















Emily Josephine Clark, B. A., Wellesley College
'Sarah Lilian Burlingame, M. A., Wellesley College
AimiE Belle IIawes, B. A., Oberlin ....







Professor of Greek Language and Literature.
ft^c?^^ CI
B. A., Michigan University
jo;-
Julia Josephine Irvine, M. A., Cornell University
Annie Sybil Montague, M. A., Wellesley College
Katharine May Edwards, B. A., Cornell L'niversity .





* This one deserved it.
' Absent.
' During Fall Term.




Professor of the German Language and Lecturer on Pedagogics.
* Marie Eghers .
MAKGARinHK MiJi.LER
El.Sl'.ETH Mi'LLER .









B. S., Academie de Paris.
Am^i.ik Tourn'IER, B. E., Academie de Besau9on
Valentine Tournier, B. E., Academie de Besaucon











M. A., Colby University.
Clara Eaton Cumminos











B. A., Wellesley College.
Marion M.\rsh, B. A., Wellesley College hntruclor
CHAKi.orrK Al.MiRA Bragc, B. S., Massachusetts Institute of Technology
. luslnictor.
Mary Maria Fuixer Asnsltmt in /M/wmtorifs.
ilcptu^tincnt erf physics.
Professor of Physics and Physical Astronomy.
' Ai.MA EvELETH AuMACK, M. A., Wellesley College Instrttdor.
Margaret Eliza Maltby, B. A., Oberlin Jnstriutor.
Mabei, Chase, M. A., Cornell University Ivslructor.
gcpavtiueut of tlomcstic ^cunicc.
Marion Tai.P.ot, M. A., Boston University Instructor.
JlcpHVtnicnt of g^istovy.
Professor of History and Political Economy.
i^/^i/^'^^rt^ (y^
Ph. B., Michigan University.
Mary Alice Knox, B. A., Elmira College Instructor.




' Mary Soi'HIA Case, 15. .\., Michigan University,
Associate I'ro/essor of Psychology and History oj /'hilosophv.
' Absent.
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EsTELi.E May IIurll, B. A.. Wcllcslcy Colleu;e .... hntrnclor in I'.lhics.
Marh.)N McCiREc^ok NoYEs ..... Instructor in Logic and Psychology.
Ki.iZA Ritchie. B. I,.. Dalhousic L'nivcrsity; Ph. U., Cornell University,
Instructor in Psychology.
' Mary Wiiiton Cai.kins. M. .\., Smith College . . . Instructor in Psychology.
Dcpavtmcnt of |iiiStory of J\vt.
Professor of German and History of Art.




Ph. B., Yale College, M. A., Wesleyan University.
Cmarloite Ai.MiKA BuAGi:, B. S., Massachusetts Institute of Technology /nstructor.
pcpax^ttncnt of i^ooTonitj.
Professor.
VW c*wA^ ^ v^ U JUU^
Caroline Ai'CUSTA WodiniAN, A. M.. Vassar; S. !?., Mass. Inst, of Technology,
Instructor it? Physiology.




Eva Chandler, B. A., Michigan University
Ellen Louise Birrell, B. A., Wellesley College
Anna Van Vleck, M. A.. Wesleyan University .













M. A., Lawrence College.
' Kathkuine Lee Bates, B. A., Weliesley College







gcpavtmcnt of Jlhcto vie and the I^nolislt Xauouaoc
Professor.
M. A., Oberlin.
Margaret Pollock Sherwood, B. A., Vassar Collet
















Lydia Baker Gookrey. Ph. B.
. Reference IJf,raria„ an./ Instructor in Bihlio^^raphvHarriet Hawes .... . .
Rachel Taylor Si-eakman, M. D.. Wo.nan's Medical College, Phiia-ielphu.; and^QevZri
Em.lie Jones Bakkek, M. D., New N'ork Medical College and Hospital for Women,
Resident Physician and Superintendent of the Eliot.
' Absent.
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Lu CILE Eaton IIii.i Director of the Gyninasium.
Mary Anna Woon . . . Physiccil Examiner, Departvient of Physical Culture.
Sarah Woodman Paul, 15. A., Wellesley College . Secretary of the Board of Examiners.
Mary Caswell Secretary to the President.
Ai-.NES GOODELL Assistant Secretary.
Harrietie Wallace TiriLK Assistant to the President.
Beriha Caswell .Assistant in General Office.
Catherine Ayer Ransom Cashier.
AmtY Cora Jackson Assistant Cashier.
Fredonia Whiting Case . . Superintendent of Domestic Department, College Hall.
Carry M. Torrey Housekeeper, College Hall.
Frances Louise Morton . . Superintendent of Culinary Department, College Hall.
Anna Stedman Newman Superintendent of Norumbega.
Louise Anne Dennison Superintendent of Ereeman.
Elizabeth Julieite lIiRn Superintendent of Wood.















Professor of Music, and Director of the School of Music.
A-f
Teacher of Vocal Culture.









Teacher of Tonic Sol-Ea and Sight-Singing.
Teacher of Vocal Culture.
Organist, and Teacher of Piano and Harmony.







( Director of the School of .Art,
\ Drawing and Painting from Life Model.
Drawing from Antique, Water-Color Painting.
Drawing frofu Antique,




Organized by Classes of '79 and '80, June 23, 1880
gVC5CUt (DffiCCV5.
Miss Gkktuuok A. Chandler. '79 PresiJent
Auburndale, Mass.
Miss Laura A. Jones, '82 Vice-President
133 Prospect Street, East Orange, N. J.
Mrs. Helen Jewett Vouno, '84 Correspoudini; Secretary
Newton Centre, Mass.
Miss Maiiel Rosamond Winc, '87 Recording Secretary
Lexington, Mass.
Miss Edith A. True, '87 . . Treasurer
Natick, Mass.





Brackeit, Grace Mason, S. S. . P. ( ). Box 407, Newlnn Centre, Mass. . Sloiic Hall
Wellesley College, '90.
Brooks, Helen A. . . . Talior, Iowa Stone Hall
Tabor College.
Brown, Km iLY Frances
. . 18 N. William St., Johnstown, X. ^'. . College Hall
Wellesley College, '90.
Damon, Ruth Stockkridge . . 30 Russell St., Plymouth, Mass. . . Wood
Wellesley College, '90.
GREENiiANK, CnARLoiTE Eliza . West Wareham, Mass. . . . Eliot
Wellesley College, '90.
Jordan, Nellie B. ... Alfred, Me. Stone Hall
Bates College, Lewiston, Me.
RoBBlNS, Ida L. . . . . Solomon, Iowa ..... Stone Hall
Tabor College, Tabor, Iowa.






THE LAST OF A NOBLE RACE.
WELLESLEY LEGKNDA. 23
Qass of '90.
HE last leat on the tree.
Madst thou stayed, I must have tied.
Cnhghtened by degrees.
Life, we've been long together.
As poor as Job, but not so patient.
QOweet vision ! do not fade away.
I he sear and yellow leaf.
\Jut, out, brief candle!
Tull well I know I have more tares than wheat.
1 o-morrow to fresh tields and pastures new.
Hath been to me a more familiar face than that ot men
Cvery dog has his day.
Festively she puts forth, in trim array.
1 'm not a chicken : I have seen
Full many a chill September.
1 hou hast finished joy and moan,
llence, home, ye idle creatures.
Ye now are pantmg up life's hill.
Cndure their going, even as their coming hither.
Adieu, she cried, and waved her lily hand.
Retiring full of rumination sad.
Oo do our minutes hasten to their end.
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Cfaee of 'iUX
violors ; SiiKu- all^ (SoI^. ^flotiun- : licliotropc.
" JVe 7vill ic'ork and mould the woman to the fitHer da\
.'"
BRACKE'rr, Grace Mason, S. S.
Brown, Emily Frances, M.S.
Damon, Ruth Stockbridge .
(jREENliANK, CHAKLiJ'n'E El.I/.A
(!5ra(Uiatc5.
p. O. Box 407, Newton Centre, Mass. -. Stone Hall
18 North William St., Johnstown, N. Y, College Hall
. 30 Russell St., Plymouth, Mass. . . Wood
. West Wareham, Mass. . . . Eliot
gifth-<lcav5.
Bock, Sakah Mali n da, S. S. .
Demi'Sey, Helen Anne, i- s .
Dresser, Caroline M., 'i' - .
Field, Helen Blanche, A. S.
Freeman, Sarah Jane, S. S. .
HAYWARl), EmELINE PlACE, •'
LrriiEK, Edith Mary, A. S. .
Pierce, Grace A. .
Rosa, Cornelia Irene .
. Linden Av., Roxbury, Mass.








OUR years ago our gracious Foster Mother welcomed
to her loving arms the new-born Ninety-one. With
delight she turned from Ninety, a sturdy youngster
aged one year, to this youngest of her children, whose
infant piety soon began to bud and bring forth blossoms
large and wondrously developed. Here at last was a
child in whom her motherly ambitions were to be realized, her
fondest hopes to be gratified. "Bless the dear child ! " she
The Spirit murmured " Amen !"
But soon the precocious infant was big enough to walk alone, and, loosed
from Alma Mater's apron strings, her toddling feet forsook the paths of
virtue, and wandered into flowery paths of wickedness, where she treated her
baby sister with such alarming severity as to afford a striking example of
youthful degeneracy. Poor Alma Mater ! The dear old Dame nearly fainted
with the shock, and her very cap-strings trembled with emotion.
The Spirit turned pale !
Enough ! Let us not linger on this painful picture.
In other respects, as well, Ninety-one's progress was phenomenal. E'en
the grim Puckle yielded to her charms. Quite a friendliness grew up be-
tween them, and often might they be seen together in social converse.
But this year, too, drew swiftly to its close, and at its end, with a few
motherly words of advice born of her own bitter experience, Ninety-one
handed over the spade to her younger sister, and turned to higher things.
Not in vain was it that Ninety-one chose for her motto, El^ xaXov xdyu&or.
Know you the exact English equivalent for the Homeric o >cu).(k' xayuxio^-?
Ninety-one's prophetic vision beheld down the long vista of her college
days the festive hours of Junior Promenade, and from the depths of her
aspiring soul, cried 'ii ei\- xalor •AuyaOor. Oh, for a gentleman !
But this reflects a passing mood only. All through this year we see her
as at its close, a grave-digger in every sense of the words. Certain it is
that into the resting place of the immortal Sylvanus went all that was light,
shocking, or frivolous of Ninety-one. Thus falls the curtain upon her Junior
year.
The Senior, Ninety-one ! How much is bound up in those three words!
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Vet there is one phrase that gives the key-note of it all. Dignitas Dig-
nitatum! Need we amplify ?
Behold her now, a demure maiden, with gravity written upon her coun-
tenance, her brow furrowed by the awful responsibility of her position, her
dignity the pride of her elders, who have nurtured it and her. Alma Mater
now relaxes her severity a bit, and allows her to go out of the yard occasion-
ally without special permission, provided she be home before dark, and keep
her pinafore clean. The Spirit looks rather dubious, and sighs for the good
old times. ]>ut cheery Alma Mater beams all over with the sense of her
benignity, and promises Ninety-one, now the eldest daughter at home, that
when she is a trifle older she may go to a party or two. Upon one point,
however, Alma Mater is firm ; /. e., in the question of her daughter's garb.
•' While I live," she says stoutly, "she shall never don an Oxford gown.
Pinafores are the only appropriate dress, and in pinafores she shall remain.''
And the Spirit nods assent.
Of Ninety-one's past, enough has been recalled. Of her present, it lies
under the admiring gaze of you all. Of her future, who can prophesy.^
But, if we judge from present indications, with confidence may we expect a
future of honor and renown. Even now, one of her number is a college
president, another a noted divine, and a third of high repute in the political
world. With this fair beginning, what fame and glory may we not expect
from the remaining number !
And now, farewell lo Alma Mater ! Perchance the dear old Dame
brushes away a tender tear as she beholds another of her children go out
from her embrace ; a child whose love and reverence for her foster mother,
believe her, is as great as that of any sister class.
Yes, Ninety-one, all our misdeeds are forgot (we trust), and only kindly




Motto : f/V xulor xuyuOoy.
(Dfficcvs.
Bertha Palmer, S. S.
Margaret Wrenn, <i> 2 .
Harriet L. Jones .
Ei.i.EN Juliette Wall, Z A
Mary W. Carter, Z A .
Grace Jackson
Mvrtilla Avery, Z A
Kathekine Florence Gle^\son, * s
Alice A. Stevens, S. S.
Alice Greene Arnold, ZA










Pres. Helen A. Siiafer Hon. John D. Loni;. Dk. Charles S. Roiunson.
Alden, Mae Louise, * 2
Alexander, M. Adeijvide, A. S.
Arnold, Alice Greene, Z A
Avery, Mvritlla, Z A .
Bailey, Esther, * 2
Baldwin, Maria, S. S. .
Banta, El fie, 'I' 2 .
Barker, Bertha I, .
Barnes, Lillian Corbett, 'i- 2
Batt, a. Laura
Beale, Alma Emerson, Z A
Blakeslee, Elizabeth Mary, Z A
Blood, Mariana Williamson, !• :
Camden, Me
6 Chestnut St., Medford, Mass. .
7 Harvard St., Worcester, Mass. .
Katonah, Westchester Co., N. \'. .
Arlington, Mass
Care Rev. Charles Baldwin, Washing
ton, 1). C. ....
144 St. James Place, Brooklyn, N. V
5 Lexington Ave, Cami)ri(Ige, Mass.
Binghamton, N. V. . . .
Concord, Mass. ....

















Brooks, Hknkieita Sr. Rakhk, •!' i
HuRR, Mary Lii.i.ian
Carter, Mary Walker, 7. A
Clement, Alice Shillaber, -I' s
Cory, Jennie May, Z A
Craic, Elizaheth .
Crawford, Mary M.
CUMMINGS, Gr.\CE MaYLANI) .
Cusiiman, Susan L.
Danielson, Mary Louise
Danielson, Louise W. .




DuRiT.iNCER, Annie Laurie .
Eastman, Grace, 4> s .
Eldridge, Emily Louise
Emerson, Clara Eliza .











Hazelitne, Mary Emogene, 4- 2
Hazlewood, Charlotte Williams, M.S
Hazen, Margaret Ellen
HoDGDON, Bertha .
HoYT, Elizabeth Guild, Z A
Jack, Emma Rosamond .
Jackson, Alice Rebecca, * ^
Jackson, Grace
Jones, Harriet Louise .
Jones, Lizzie Lee .
Kylf^ Theodora, Z A .
Lebus, Bertha, Z A
Lewis, Mary Elizabeth
Look, Clara Helen, S. S.
Meader, Emily Isav.el, Z A .
Miller, Charlotte Elizabeth
MoRss, Minnie Adams .
Mothershead, Amy Morris, Z A
Page, May ....
Palmer, Bertha, S. S. .
Parker, Marion Frances, '\ 2
Pendleton, Fanny T. .
Perkins, Caroline B.
Perkin. Marian Williams, Z A
So. Sudbury, Mass.
Croton, N. Y
21 Park St., Montclair, N. J.
Newton Centre, Mass. .
33 Hawthorne Ave., Cleveland, f ).
230 Cherry St., Columbia, Pa.
128 Linden Ave., Bloomfield, N. J.
72 Garfield Ave., Woburn, Mass. .
Lakeville, Mass. . . . . .
T,"^ Reynolds St., Danielsonville, (nnn.
Southington, Conn. . . . .
227 Court St., Keene, N. H.
F.xeter, N. H
East River, C!onn. . . . .
no Seymour St., .Syracuse, N. ^'.
London, Madison Co., O. . . .
Wellesley, Mass
Milford, Mass
810 College St., Beloit, Wis.
Tarrytown, N. Y.
238 North Main St.. lirocktnn, Mass. .
IJelniont, Mass. . . . . .
Natick, Mass. .....





1 6 Russell iVve., Watertown, Mass.
Burlington, \'t. .....
7 Allen St., Jamestown, N. Y.
103 Warren .St., Lynn, Mass.
St. Johnsbury, Vt. ....
66 Middle St., Portsmouth, N. H.
36 Humboldt .\ve.. Providence, R. I. .
Hazleton, Penn. .....
Kennett Square, Chester Co., Pa.
55 Brackenridge St., Fort Wayne, Ind.,
Orangeville, O
182 North Main St., Brockton, Mass. .
64 Court St., Plattsburg, N. Y.
Cynthiana, Ky
233 No, Fountain Ave., Springfield, O.,
1 105 3d .St., Louisville, Ky. .
84 Clay St., Central FalJ^, R. L .
Ballston Centre, N. Y
3 Sargent St., Dorchester, Mass. .
515 Orchard St., Chicago, 111.
Leavenworth, Kan. ....
8 W. 22d St., New York, N. Y.
Wellesley Hills, Mass.
35 School St., Westerly, R. I.
95 Weir St., Taunton, Mass.



























































Pierce, Helen AnEi.Aii)K, S. S.
Porter, Mahei. A. .
Puffer, Isabel, * 2
Puffer, Linda Dana, * s
Redkikld, Josephine
Reed, Sallie, S. S.
Roberts, Sara Matlack, 7. A
Robertson, Josephine C.
Sawin, Harriette F.
Saxton, Louise Grant, Z A
Scribner, Bessie Blanche
Sibley, Charlotte Thorndikk, Z
Spalding, Maruarita, S. S. .
SPR.4t;uE, Grace Eliot .
Squires, Emma Maude, S. S.
Sternbekc, Amalie, a. B.
Stevens, Alice A., S. S.
Stewart, Sara Elizabeth, Z A
Stuart, Genevieve
Sykes, Mabel
Taylor, Maud Marion, Z A
Taylor, Sue M., Z A
Todd, Millie Rosaline, * 2
TuELL, Harriet E., A. S.
Upham, Lucia Frances ,
Vv^ALL, Ellen Juliette, Z*A
VVardwell, Mary Elizabeth, S. S
Weatherlow, Jane Knight ,
Webster, Mary Lurena
West, F. May, Z A
White, Lucy B. . . .
Wilkins, Lewanna
Woodford, Fannie Louise, * 2
WooLKOLK, Ada S., * 2






Franklin Furnace, X. J.
1071 Main St., Bridgeport, Conn.
Avon, N. \'.
Avon, N. ^'. . . . .
621 Washington Building, Chicago, 111
34 West 2d St., Portsmouth, Ohio
Germantown, Pa. ....
Albion, N. V
22 Trowbridge St., Cambridge, Mass.
Mt. Pleasant, Washington, 1). C. .
New Hampton, N. H. .
Belfast, Me. ....
601 M St., N. W., Washington. D. (
I Bultinch St., Boston, Mass.
44 Tompkins St., Cortland. N. \'. .




782 Warren Ave., Chicago, 111.
Care of Mr. Geo. Hunter, Fllgin, 111.
220 Highland Ave., Orange, \. J.
Fayetteville, X. \'. ...
Milton, Mass
14 George St., Worcester, Mass. .
Du Quoin, 111
Berlin Falls, N. H.
89 State St., Seneca Falls, N. ^. .
68 Ohio St., Bangor, Me. .
200 North George St., Rome, X. \'.
Cazenovia, N. Y. .
619 G St., S. W., Washington, I). C.
West Winsted, Conn. .
808 Chicago Ave., Evanston, 111. .
Bellwood, Penn. ....








































former IJXcmlun's of '^it
Adams, Cornelia R.
Allen, Charlotte Joy .
Atwood, Lillian S.
Bancroft, Jennie M.






Mrs. John D. liarrett, 52 W. 53d St., New York City
. Mrs. C. H. Farnsworth, Boulder, Col.
107 Pleasant St., Worcester, Mass.















Fellows, Etta Louise .
Fitzgerald, Alice H.
Fuller, Marion L. .
Gray, Mary Estelle
Male, Olive JosErniNE .
Hartwell, Cornellv L. .
Hitchcock, Harriet L. .
HoBSON, Ruth W. .









Newcomb, May Douglas, •i- s
Patperson, Bessie .
Pickens, Anna Augusta .
Plympton, Elizabeth IL
Pope, Louise .
Reed, Mary Bushneli. .
Rogers, Helen W. .
Shaw, Agnes M.
Shepherd, Minnie Alice
Smith, Fr.\nces Dickson .
Stockwell, Nktta a.
Tripp, Mae A. .
Warner, B. Callie .
Webster, Isabella M. (Iedde:
Weeks, Mary Melissa .
White, Gr^\ce Elizabeth
White, Winifred Faxon




P. O. Box 14, Worcester, Mass.
.
Sturbridge, Mass.
. Ellenville, N. V.
84 Prospect St., Fall River, Mass.
.
Geneseo, 111.
New Paltz, Ulster Co., N. Y.
The Sherwood, Fortress Monroe, Va.
44 School Street, Concord, N. H.




64 W. Adams St., Chicago, 111.
346 La Salle Ave , Chicago, 111.
. Saco, Maine
66 4th St., New Bedford, Mass
206 Broadway. Norwich, Conn.
Wcllesley, Mass.
579 Broadway, St. Paul, Minn.
Ashtabula, Ohio
1 1 Amherst St., Nashua, N. H.
107 1 Acushnet Ave., New Bedford, Mass.
520 3fl St.. N. W., Washington, D. C.
Vinton, la.
37 Seeley Avenue, Chicago, 111.
. Fulton, Ky.
Forster St., Somerville, Mass.
Herkimer St., Brooklyn, N. A'.
53 5th Ave., Cleveland, Ohio
Mrs. I. Bennett Turner, Norwich, N. Y.
Springfield, Mo.
Woliurn, Mass.
. Penn Yan, N. Y.
12 Broadway, New York City




North Haverhill, N. FL
. Bloomfield, N. J.
Brockton, Mass.
3899 Delmar Ave., St. Louis.
A,1
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'En' dhjOei'a—for a grind, {/''rom ah]{}(.o^ to giind.)
E will take out our own little Kodak,
And point it at '92
;
Then develop it well with hypo,
And finish it off for you.
She assumes all the airs of a Senior,
And expects even more as her due
;
For she claims e'en the rank of a Fifth-year,
Because she is 'go-too.
Her motto is In' dlrjOsia,
Her aim (avowed) is the truth
;
But should you attend her class-meetings,
You'd say 'twas "a tooth for a tooth."
For she 's always engaged in a quarrel
;
On naught will she deign to agree.
If she gains her B. A. without bloodshed,
'Twill be due to the mild Faculty.
Would you know of her latest upheaval ?
' T is concerning the Promenade
;
For she yearns herself to distinguish,
But oh ! it is wofully hard.
" Let 's begin at the hour of two-twenty,
And end at the neat hour of ten
;
Let us revel in tennis and jump ropes,
And win the approval of men."
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" No ! let it not be in the day-lime,
Whatever may thus come to pass !
P'or that would be almost too Hard-on
The aristocrats in the class.''
And yet greater problems confront her —
" But what will the gentlemen wear?
And if it is out on the campus,
Oh ! how shall we do up our hair? "
Thus she argues, and quarrels, and wrangles.
And she cannot be made to agree.
"And as to the colored waiters,
How pacify '93 ? "
Some reform is certainly needed
;
Ask the faculty, " Is it not so ?
"
But would a remonstrance be heeded ?
We hear you reply, "Alas ! No."
{^2he reader is requested to pause for chatige of metre.)
But surely us she '11 pardon,
E'en if a trifle hard on
Her follies, and once more
Upon us cast her smile
;
For our reign is almost over,
And soon she '11 be in clover.
For a Senior she 'II be (doubtless),
In a little while.
So let us haste to send her
Our beauteous Legenda,
And beg, entreat her, mend her
Wicked, wilful ways.
It *s cost a deal of labor.
But surely it will pay— or
In lament we will spend the
Remnant of our days !
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Candace Catherine Stimso.n, 8. S.
Grace Hawley Underwood, Z A .
Geraldine Buffington Longley, * i
Emma Lenork McAlarney, <i> 2
Martha Cause McCaulley, Z A .
Florence Wilkinson, Z A .
Dora B. Kmerson, Z A
Lillian Moore Crawford, *
PAULETTA GUl-FEY
Sarah P. Williams, pro tern. \
Gertrude Bushnell Smith, Z A
^









iRD, i / Factotums
Executive Committee
Geori;e Kennan. Dr. William S. Ivainsford.
Ayres, Mary Stevens
Baker, Blanche Bigelow, 'i i
Balch, Harriet Elizaukih, M. S.
Bancrofi', Edith . . . .
Belfield, Clara Ann .
Briggs, Emily Elizabeth
Brooks, Antoinette Abigail
Brown, Mary Louise, Z A .
Bruce, Elinor Kimball, <!' i
Bruce, Helen Elizabeth
Buck, Clara Fay . . . .
Burt, Clara Maria, Z A
Carrier, Media Kaie .
Cattell, Henrietta Maillard
Chambers, Helen FR<nH, ^L S. .
Clark, Mabel
. . . .
Clay, Blanche Louise .
CLonai, Onc;ola
. . . .
Converse, Florence
320 Lake St., Elmiia, N. Y. . . . Norumbega
Marlborough, Mass Wood
136 Warburton Ave, Vonkers, N. Y. . Stone Hall
Reading, Mass Stone Hall
5738 Washington Ave., Chicago, 111. . Wood
15 Cortland St., New York, N. Y. . Stone Hall
348 Franklin Ave., Cleveland, O. . College Hall
Hotel Beresford, i W. 81st St., New
York, N. Y Waban
360 Perry St., Maiden, Mass. . . College Hall
Satara, Western India . . . Stone Hall
Fall River, Mass Stone Hall
156 W. 7th St., Plainfield, N. J. . . College Hall
Corfu, N. Y College Hall
Deerlield, N. J College Hall
Newtown, Pa College Hall
Terryville, Conn Norumbega
Temple St., Maltapan, Mass. . . Stone Hall
214 Stuart Ave, Kalamazoo, Mich. . Yillage
}yTy Prytania St., New Orleans, La. . Wood
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Crawford, Lillian Moore, * 2
CfSHiNG, Mary Certrude, * 2
CusHiN(., Mary Torter .
Davidson, Janet Eliza, Z A
De LASHMirr, Inez
De Vou, Mary Ruth
Dodge, Virginia R., * 2
Dow, Lucy Jane
Dransfield, Alice Walbridce, S.
Eastman, Mary Reed .
Elliott, Katherine Reed
Emerson, Dora B., Z A
Emerson, Mary Alice, S. S. .
Emerson, Mary Josephine, A. S.
Ferris, Ermina, * 2
FisKE, Ellen Ware
Freeman, Madeleine Hortense
Frost, Carrie Gray, Z A
Furber, Jennie Mayhew
Gage, Harriet Newell, S. S.
Glover, Mabel Sianley, S. S.
GoDDARD, Martha Freeman, * 2
Green, Cornelia Elizabeth, S. S.
Green, Eleanor Burges, S. S.
Greenman, Bessie .
Gruber, Grace Edith .
GUKFEY, PaULETIA .
Hand, CHARLorrE, Z A












LiBBY, VlNNIEPrA JUNE .
Little, Eliza
Locke, Anna Willard .
Long, Edith Grier
LONGLEY, GeRALDINE BuFUNGTON, '«>
LooMis, Jennie
Maddocks, Caroline Shaw .
Mayse, Elizabeth M.
Care Mr. C. W. McKeehan, Drexel
Building, Philadelphia, Pa. . . Wood
Sturhridge, Mass. .... Wood
92 Chestnut St., Clinton, Mass. . . College Hall
16 Summer St., Dover, N. H. College Hall
99 Austin St, Worcester, Mass. . . College Ilall
Hotel Brunswick, Boston, Mass. . . Stone Hall
(^ueechee, Vt. ..... College Hall
216 Lancaster St., .Mhany, N. V. . . College Hall
Portland, Ore. ..... Stone Hall
1311 Delaware Ave, Wilmington, Del.
.
Stone Hall
Oak Park, 111 Wood
Milford, N. H College Hall
13 Myrtle Hill Park, Rochester, N. Y. Wood
Wellesley, Mass. ..... Home
822 Bird St., Hannibal, Mo. . Stone Hall
409 No. Church St., Rock ford. 111. . • Waban
6 Milford St., Boston, Mass. . . Stone Hall
Stoneham, Mass. ..... Wood
Care C. Ferris, Denver Club, Denver, Col. .Stone Hall
Wellesley Hills, Mass. .... Freeman
New London, Conn. .... Stone Hall
Emporia, Kan College Hall
446 Shawmut Ave., South End A, Bos-
ton, Mass. College Hall
135 Orange St., Manchester, N. 11. . Eliot
1303 Q St., N. W., Washington, D. C. Stone Hall
34 High St., Worcester, Mass. . . College Hall
14 John St., Providence, R. I. . . Freeman
14 John St., Providence, R. I. . . Freeman
Mystic, Conn. ..... Freeman
102 West Chester Park, Boston, Mass. . College Hali
Greensburgh, Westmoreland Co., Pa. . College Hall
315 W. Washington Ave., Scranton. Pa., College Hall
Newton, Mass Wood
Bennington, Vt College Hall
25 Myrtle St., Manchester, N. H. . Stone Hall
Leicester St., Worcester, Mass. . College Hall
119 35th St., Chicago, 111. . . Freeman
Marengo, la. ..... Village
Mystic, Conn. ..... Freeman
34 Gardener St., Chelsea, Mass. . Stone Hall




93 Dana St., Wilkesbarre, Pa. . . Stone Hall
37 Bay View Ave., So. Norwalk, Conn. . College Hall
1645 Willson Ave., Cleveland, O. . • t'ollege Hall
i^ North Bend .St., Pawtucket, R. I. . College Hall
II Amherst St., Nashua, N. H. . . College Hall
Dayton, N. J Stone Hall
19 Crown St., Worcester, Mass. . . College Hall
Windsor, Conn College Hall
.\uburn. Me Stone Hall
520 3d St., N. W., Washington, D. C. . Stone Hall
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McAlarney, Emma Lenore, 'i> s
McArthur, Jane Eliza .
McCauli.ey, Martha Cause, Z A
McDcKEEE, Mabel .
Merchant, Clarinda, Z A
Miller, Isabelle Youngs
MiRiCK, Henrie'ita Amelia .
MOFFAIT, EtHYLWYNN .
Morgan, Lucy Isabelle, Z A
Myrick, Florence Hannah, A. S
Newman, Alice . . .
NoRTHEV, Isabelle
Parkes, Evelyn Emma .




Pike, Lillian V. .
PuLLEN, NErriE Garret, * 2 .
Randolph, Flora Albertine, Z A
Randolph, Marion Fitz, * 2 .




Smalley, Emily Susan .
Smith, Cora Ellen
Smith, Gertrude Bushnell, ZA
Smith, Mary Lou .












Thorne, Sophie Lord, S. S. .
Underwood, Grace Hawley, Z A
Walton, Clara Ann, * 2
Ward, Kate Morgan, Z A .
Ware, Maud Warren
.
Wariteld, Eva Louise .
Webber, Maria Gilbert
Whitlock, Blanche
Wilkinson, Anna Reed, S. S.







219 \. 2d St., Harrishurg, Pa.
. . College
liiddeford. Me Stone Hall
Sii West St., Wilniinglun, Del.
. . College Hall
Bradford, Vt. ..... Eliot
Nassau, Rensselaer Co., \. V. .
. College Hall
Box 73, Stamford, Conn. . . . Stone Hall
Gilt)ertsville, N. V KYuA
Cumberland, Md. .... College Hall
20l6 Calumet Ave., Chicago, III.
.
. Freeman
218 Orchard St., Elizabeth, N. J. . Freeman
Deerlield, Mass Norumbega
Greenbush, Plymouth Co., Mass. . . College Hall
306 University Ave., Rochester, N. V. . Eliot
4 Franklin St., Allegheny, Pa. . . College I lall
Rochester, N. H. .... Stone Hall
West Newton, Mass Wood
3908 Ellis Ave., Chicago, 111.
. . College Hall
P^ris. l<y College Hall
Alfred Centre, N. \' College Hall
185 E. Front St., Plainfield, N. J. . . College Hall
Hotel Bonaventure, Kansas City, Mo. . College Hall
Waterville, Oneida Co, N. V. .
. College Hall
Box 28, Cuero, Tex stone Hall
Woburn, Mass College I lall
7 Daniel St., Salem, Mass. . . . Eliot
Townline, Vt College Hall
2683 Washington St., Roxbury, Mass.
. College Hall
405 Willow St., Pekin, 111. . . College Hall
26 Townsend St., Syracuse, N. V.
. Wood
St. Johns, Mich College Hall
Centre Sandwich, N. H. .
. . College Hall
381 Harvard St., Cambridge, Mass.
. Norumbega
34 K. 33d St., New York, N. Y. . . Waban
324 Oak Park Ave., Oak Park, lU. . Wood
86 Carroll Place, New Brunswick, N. J. College Hall
II West St., Milford, Mass College Hall
66 Nassau St., New York, N. V. . . College Hall
Wallingford, Conn College Hall
145 W. 58th St., New York, N. \". . Waban
83 Arlington St , Cleveland, Ohio . . Wood
27 Hillside Ave., Montclair, N. J. . College Hall
58 Grove St., Bangor, Me. . . . College Hall
Brockton, Mass Stone Hall
Adams Nervine Asylum, Jamaica Plain,
Mass stone Hall
133 Arlington St., Cleveland, O. . . Stone Hall
92 Bowen St., Providence, R. I. . . Wood
Tarrytown-on-Hudson, N. \". Freeman
425 Clinton .\ve., Albany, N. II. . Stone Hall
Care Mr, G. W. Cowles, Clyde, N. \'. . College Hall
Hancock Ave., Lexington, Mass. . . \'illage
HoUiston, Mass. ..... Eliot
Care J. Wesley Jones, Chatham, N. Y. . College Hall










I. The President gives to me more notice than to any other
class.
Expect to be one myself some day. Well, I'm ready.
II. About '91.
I. Pretty good class, but I can get ahead of
them,— going out of chapel.
III. About '92,
1. A necessary evil.
2. When I cannot think kindly of any one, I try not to think
at all.
IV. About '94.
I never in my life saw freshmen make such funny mistakes.
V. About Rhetoric.
It takes all my spare pocket money, but it pays.
VI. About Mathematics.
93 >" 91
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VII. About Chemistry. {Overheard tn the eleiator^




2. I've a life-time before me. Let's not hurry over class elec-
tions. If we get them finished by Tree Day, that will do.
3. I just dote on yell-oh-cution !
4. My dearest friend is Mrs. Smith, my dearest foe is Mr. Smith
(quondam Puckle).
5. I'm so clever.
6. Really, I'm a very superior young person.
(The Editors regret that they are obliged to suppress the remain-
der, because of their personal nature.)
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ODtfleers.
Elizabeth Rockey Kei.i.ogg, S. S.
Mary Brigham Hill, * 2
Lydia O. Pennington, Z A .
Edith White, * 5
Mary Ward Lincoln, S. S. .
Eleanor Frances Riddle, * 2












Bradbury, Marion E. .
Bkainerd, II. Katherine
Brown, Mary Loi ise, M. S.
Brush, Bertha DeForest, /.
BuRHESs, Anne P., M. S.











Coombs, Alice G. .
Damon, Agnes W. .
Davis, Grace E.
Dennis, Mary P., Z A
Deyo, Jennie M. .
Dii.LiNciHAM, Mary Emma, -i
Doe, Alice Margreita .
DooLiiTLE, Margaret C.
DowNES, Mary A. .
Eager, Helen Gertrude, *
Edwards, Louise Libby, M.
Ely, Grace Darling




Fogg, Emily, S. S. .
Foley, Emily Howard, Z A
Foster, Lylie O. .
Foster, Winnifred S. .
Frear, Caroline, * 2 .
Gale, Hattie W. .
Gill, Kiitie Eleanor .
Green, Julia M.
Green, Laura Caroline






Hayes, Mabel A. .
Hazard, Mary E., Z A





77 Wall St., New Haven, Conn.
Melrose, Mass.
39 Ferris Ave., St. All)ans, Vt.
i8 No. William St., Johnstown, N
14 Trumbull St., New Haven, Con
74 Atlantic St., Portland, Me.
Silver Creek, N. ^'.
119 Wyoming Ave., Melrose, Mass
Mount Vernon, N. H. .
62 Park Ave., Chicago, 111. .
16 W. Third St., Elyria, O. .
East Cleveland, O.
Albion, N. Y. . . .
1559 Garrard St., Covington, Ky.
2420 Michigan Ave., Chicago, 111
Sedio, Wash.
South Framingham, Mass.
Charles River Village, Mass.
Arlington, Mass. .
291 Wilden St., Lowell, Mass.
30 Central Ave., N. J. .
623 Emerson St., Saginaw ( E. Sitle
Honolulu, Hawaiian Islands




116 Free St., Portland, Me. .
Frederick, Md.
Montclair, N. J. .
57 Beach St., Stapleton, S. I., N.
92 Gold St., New York, N. Y.
Albriquerque, N. M.
Cedar Kajjids, la.
Walnut Hills, Cincinnati, O.
61 Parade St., Providence, R. I.
Norway, Me. ...
1 46 1 Tenth Ave., E. Oakland, Cal
20 Eliot St., West Medway, Mass.
Wilbraham, Mass.
1738 N St., Washington, D. C.
Granville, O. ...
193 Charlotte Ave., Detroit, Mich
Ccntralia, 111.
Dover, N. H.
23 S])ear St., Quincy, Mass. .
139 West Second St., Xenia, O.
Wellesley Hills, Mass. .
122 Washington St., Maiden, Mass.
19 .Vllston St., Dorchester, Mass.












































































LiiiBY, Frances L. .
Lincoln, Mary Ward, S. S.





Mitchell, Marion, * 2 .

















Richardson, Mary T. .
De Rochemont, Sadie Hill
Rogers, Florence S. . .
Ruddle, Eleanor Frances, '





Simonds, Lilla J. .
Simrall, Josephine P., <i> 2
Sims, Julia Isabelle, Z A





Delavan, 111 College Hall
Delavan, 111 College Hall
1531 No. i6th St., Philadelphia. Pa. . College Hall
Roselle, N. J College Hall
41 State St., Portsmouth, N. H. . . College Hall
Newcastle, Pa College Hall
28 Newton St., Marll)oro, Mass. . . Stone Hall
So. Charlestown, O. . . . . Freeman
15 Laurence St., Chelsea, Mass. . . Eliot
18 Park St., Newark, N. J. . . . Simpson
1 21 2 Alabama St., Selma, Ala. . . Simpson
Avondale, Cincinnati, O. . . . Simpson
No. Attlehorough, Mass. . . . Freeman
Woodstock, Vt Stone Hall
Woonsocket, R. I. . . Stone Hall
213 So. Front St., Harrislnirg, Pa. . Simjison
Richmond, Me College Hall
22 May St., Worcester, Mass. . . Simpson
Lexington, Ky. ..... Simjison
48 Lebanon St., Maiden, Mass. . . F.liot
37 Messenger St., St. Albans, Vt. . . Eliot
1227 I St., N. W., Washington, D. C . College Hall
10 Rutland St., Boston, Mass. . . College Hall
242 Montgomery St., Newburg, N. \. . Simpson
Mamaroneck, N. V. . . . . College Hall
328 Pearl St., Burlington, Vt. . . College Hall
43 Warren St., Woburn, Mass. . Stone Hall
828 Sprague St., Shreveport, La. . . College Hall
Wellesley Hills, Mass College Hall
Scituate, Mass. ..... College Hall
Washington, C. H., O College Hall
Kingston, R. I. . . . . College Hall
Kingston, R. I College Hall
1733 Euclid Ave., Cleveland, O. . . College Hall
474 Broadway, Lawrence, Mass. . College Hall
Worcester, Mass. ..... College Hall
64 Nahant St., Lynn, Mass. . . . College Hall
Woonsocket, R. I. . . . . Stone Hall
34 Marlboro St., Chelsea, Mass. . Eliot
Belmont, San Mateo Co., Cal. . Simpson
930 Church St., Beloit, Wis. . . Eliot
Portsmouth, N. H Village
30 Brainard St., New London, Conn. College Hall
Mauch Chunk College Hall
Wellesley, Mass X'illage
1081 Superior St., Cleveland, O. . . College Hall
Torrington, Conn. .... Eliot
Grafton, Mass Village
Bennington Centre, Vt. . . . College Hall
729 Cambridge St., Cambridge, Mass. . College Hall
Covington, Ky Simpson
42 Spruce St., Newark, N. J. . . Simpson
91 1 Sixth St., N. W.. Washington, D. C. College Hall













White, Edith, * 2




Woods, Ida Elizabeth .
Vol Nc, Mary Newton
Total. 139.
Danielsonville, Conn. ....
1633 No. 15th St., Philadelphia, Pa.




28 Evergreen Place, East Orange, \. [..
I-angdun, \. II. .
Trebeins, O.
Paris, Ky. ......
17 W. Ninth St., Kansas City, Mo.
18 Concord Ave., Cambridge, Mass.
16 Broadhead Ave., Jamestown, N
Medford, Mass. ....
Peacham, Vt. . . . .
436 Wyoming Ave., Scranton, I'a.






















LIFE IN THE LEAF.
(47)
TOWARD THE GOOD AND BEAUTIFUL.
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gass of '94.
Dolly presl^/T^ar}, fier Bool^i^
EPTEMBER 18, 1890.— One weeke ago I did
come to bee a studente at y* greate college
yclept Wellesleye. It is trulye a bigge place,
and 1 felte surpassing little. They have here
a queere creature which they name y* Sopho-
more. At y* firste I thoughte them to be
Facultye, for they did comporte them sel Ives
with so much dignitye and superioritye. But
now I knowe that they are mortall, and quite younge, since I have scene
y* reale Facultye. They bee trulye gruesome. They doe sitte aboute in
various partes of y^ house, and y* Freshmanne is pass** arounde from one
to another of them for to be gaz** att, and ask'' questiones of. And on
occasion they doe give me slippes of paper with something writte thereon
which passeth my comprehension.
I have a grette lotte of room-companions. I doe notl yett knowe alle
their names. When I have learn'' them, 1 shall fcele that I knowe a greate
many of my classe.
I have a greatte craving for foode. They doe putte a sterne teacher att
each table, to see thatt we doe nott eate over much. I have therefore tasted
foode butt twice since I came hither. Also they doe have a curious custome
yclept Domestick Work. Why it should not therefore be done by y*
domeslicks, I cannott guesse. Itt is my dailye toile to fille y" lampes of
alle those foolish virgines who doe notl wish toe provide for themselves.
They are manye. Verilye itt is a monstrous queere custome. There is
here a funnye machine called y" elevator, which has^for me such charme
that whensoever I catche sighte of ill, I straightwaye feele impelled to
runne for itt, whatever obstacles lie in y*^ waye. Itt sometimes comes to
passe thatt y* Faculty gette overturned iherebye, and looke surprised.
I have been toide by a kind Senior that the boarde bye this machine
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is nott y* boarde of examiners, for it possesses and impartes too much
intelligence.
Oct. I. — Lefte my couche att 4.30. Yett I did moste woefullye flunke
inn y* mathematicks. Spente y* reste of y* daye in y* economye of goode.
Oct. 17.— Poore little booke ! I doe neglecte thee sadlye. Wente to
divine service and tooke a nappe— afterward, I nieane.
Oct. 30. — Forgette whatte I did.
Jan. 19, 1891. — Trulye is my soule afeard, and my hearte sicke. I
canne onlye cram, and pray tbatte itt may nott laste alwaye. My doUe is
my onlye comforte.
Jan. 23. — Under whatte conditions can a morlallc bee happye !
April i.— Some kindjye friendes have provided a goode roome yclept
Societye Halle for the reste and use of y*' studentes. I take my guestes
thereto, and finde in this abode a goode retreate for a gentill nappe.
I forgotte to telle of my class-meeting. There was a goodlie companye
presente. Yea, and how those damsells did hoote and yelle !
April the Third.— Fairwelle, little booke. I can no longer spaire
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19 Farrington Ave., Allston, Mass.
309 College Ave., Davenport, la.
Melrose, Mass. ....
Navy Yard, Washington, D. C.
Wellesley, Mass
506 Bouck Ave., Buffalo, N. Y.
39 Sibley St., Cleveland, ( ). .
347 Monroe Ave., Rochester, N. Y.
Mt. Vernon, ()
202 Sawtelle Ave., Cleveland, (J. .
Jeanesville, Pa. ....
508 Division St., Rockford. 111.
Still River. Mass
Highgate, \'t
5738 Washington Ave., Chicago, 111.
23 Tremont .St., Taunton, Mass. .





71 Maple St., Hyde Park, Mass.































Carr, Grace Barrelle .
Chace, Eleanor Sakah
Chapin, Ella Polly
Child, Mary Augusta .




Coombs, Grace I. .
CoRBiN, Virginia J.
Corthell, Alice E.





















Hibbard, Helen Ruth .
Hickenlooper, Sarah
Hicks, Grace Edna












Laughlin, Abigail H. .
J-
348 Franklin St., Cleveland, O.
382 4th St., South Boston, Mass.
Swansea Centre, Mass.
Keyport, N. J.
1741 N St., Washington, D. C.
Burhngton, Vt.
Melrose, Mass.
20 Durfee St., P'all River, Mass.
478 Delaware Ave., Buffalo, N.
Greenwich, Conn.
31 South St., Pittslicld, Mass.
323 Beeler St., New Albany, Ind
Galveston, Tex.
530 Hancock St., Brooklyn .
Charles River Village .
Oxford, N. Y.
37 Bellevue Place, Chicago, 111.
67 G St., South Boston, Mass.
513 N. 6th St., Burlington, la.
623 Merideth St., Saginaw, E. Side
40 Oak St., Hyde Park, Mass.
Truro, N. S., Canada .
57 Christopher St., Montclair, N.
Danvers, Mass.
56 Main St., Rochester, N. H.




2045 Arch St., Philadelphia, Pa.




6 Eastern Ave., Woburn, Mass.
76 Gwinette St., Savannah, Ga.
25 Myrtle St., Manchester, N. H
Boxford, Mass.
29 Church St., Gloucester, Mass.
116 Dayton St., Cincinnati, ().
42 Chestnut St., Providence, K. I
Bennington, Vt. .
165 Sandwich St., Plymouth, Mass,
206 Broadway, Norwich, Conn.
Walnut Hills, Cincinnati, O.
Westborough, Mass.
337 ^- Griffin Ave., Los Angeles,
161 Orange Road, Montclair, N.
645 Pearl St., Elizabeth, N. J.
Westborough, Mass.
616 N. Beaumont St., St. Louis, M


















































































Peck, Carrie Johnson .
Phelps, Mabel Amelia .





























Smith, Olive Chapman .
Stahr, Helen Russel .
Stanwood, Ethel .
Danvers, Mass. ..... College Hal
Honeybrook, Pa. ..... Village
413 Perry St., Peoria, 111. . . . Stone Hall
Auburn, Me. Collefje Hall
19 Crown St., Worcester, Mass. . . ( "(jUego Hall
Georgetown, O College Hall
25 Highland Ave., Fall River, Mass. . Village
30 Mattoon St., Springfield, Mass. . College Hall
Cambridge, N. Y. . . . . College Hall
6 Greenwood Ave., Rochester, N. Y. . College Hall
70 Washington St., Alleghany, Pa. . College Hall
70 Washington St., Alleghany, Pa. . College Hall
Waverly, Tioga Co., N. Y. . . . College Hall
64 ist St., Albany, N. Y. . . . College Hall
626 (ireenup St., Covington, Ky. . . Simpson
282 E. 48th St., Chicago, 111. . . Village
Hampton Falls, N. H. ... Eliot
294 Broadway, Indianapolis, Ind. . Stone Hall
174 Church St., Middletown, Conn. . Stone Hall
Pittsfield, Mass College Hall
Saratoga, Santa ("lara Co., Cal. . . College Hall
Clinton, la. . . . . . . C\>llege Hall
W^ellesley Hills, Mass Well'y Hills
Wilbraham, Mass College Hall
25 West 127th St., New York, N. Y. . Art Building
I Elm St., North Adams, Mass. . . College Hall
Exeter, N. H Eliot
108 Vernon St., Worcester, Mass. . . College Hall
McGregor, la. .... . Village
Gloucester, Mass. ..... College Hall
Rocky Brook, R. I. . . . . Art Building
Keene, N. H Stone Hall
La Crosse, Wis College Hall
20 Oxford St., Rochester, N. Y. . . College Hall
Paris, Ky. . . . . . . College Hall
Westbrook, Me. . . . . . College Hall
185 Fast Front St., Plaintield, N. J. . College Hall
Westerly, R. 1 College Hall
Winchendon, Mass. .... College Hall
107 Fast 3d St., Duluth, Minn. . . College Hall
22 Trowbriilge St., Cambri<lge, Mass. . College Hall
1922 Grand Ave., Denver, Col. . . College Hall
530 W. Monroe St., Chicago, 111. . . College Hall
328 Hudson St., Hobokeii, N. J. . . College Hall
Green End, Newport, R. 1. . . . College Hall
Brookfield Centre, Conn. . . . College Hall
Ayer, Mass. ...... Ct)llege Hall
Brewster, N. Y College Hall
Boone, la College Hall
F. 4th St., Portsmouth, (). . . . College Hall
124 Crown St., Meriden, Conn. . . Stone Ilall
St. Joseph, Mich. .... Stone Hall
437 W. James St., Lancaster, Pa. . Stone Hall
High St., Brookline, Mass. . . College Hall
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201 Commerce St., Stockton, Cal.
. College Hall
Riclimond, Me. ..... College I Tail
Warren, Wyoming Co., N. Y. . . College Hall
54 F. Ggtli St., New York City . . College Hall
Fort Miller, N. Y College Hall
136 Blue Hill Ave., Roxbury, Mass. . College Hall
270 Lauderdale St., Memphis, Tenn. . College Hall
286 Dixwell Ave., New Haven, Conn. . College Hall
Putnam, Ct)nn College Hall
Toliawanda, N. Y. . . . . College Hall
41 1 E. 2(J St., Jamestown, N. Y. . . Art Building
Westborough, Mass College Hall
106 Gordon Ave., Hyde Park, Mass. . College Hall
Rock Hall, Arden, N. Carolina . . College Hall
Athol, Mass College Hall
Fort Smith, Ark. .... College Hall
Highland Ave., Medford, Mass. . . Stone Hall
Norwood, Mass College Hall
Boundbrook, N. J. . . . . College Hall
Somerville, Mass. .... College Hall
Jacksonville, 111 College Hall
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Bixby, Sarah H. . . .
Beach, Annie S. .
Beals, Susie Gary .
Brandt, Lillian Emily
GoLBY, Mary Low .
CowDREY, Helen WALCorr .
GooDALL, Julia Rosalie
Hii'i'EN, Alma H. .
James, Helen . . . .
Lee, Zaida B. . . .
Newton, Charlotte K. .
Norcross, Alice Whitney
Pace, Hannah R. .
Pitkin, Lillie May





Tu'iTLE, Bessie C. .




Wn.LCox, Lucy Bertha Ely .
Total, 24.
138 No. Hill St., Los Angeles, Cal. . College Hall
57 Bryant Ave., Chicago, 111. . . College Hall
389 Main St., Brockton, Mass. . . College Hall
2943 Dayton St., St. Louis, Mo. . . College Hall
341 W. 1st St., Dayton, O. . . . College Hall
Stoneham, Mass. ..... Stone Hall
932 P St., N. W., Washington, D. C. . Village
341 .So. 4th St., Pekin, 111. . . . College Hall
313 No. High St., Westchester, Penn. . College Hall
Oxford, N.Y College Hall
2408 Indiana Ave, Chicago, 111. . . College Hall
16 Claremont St., Worcester, Mass. . College Hall
Skovvhegan, Me. ..... College Hall
P^ast Ave., Righeland, 111. . . . College Hall
3700 Forest Ave., Chicago, 111. . . College Hall
Woodbourne, Sullivan County, N. Y. . College Hall
353 W. Monument Ave., Chicago, 111. . College Hall
324 Oak Park Ave., Oak Park, 111. . College Hall
804 Washington St., Marion, Ind. . College Hall
Corning, N. Y College Hall
40 W. 59th St. ("The Dalhdusie"),
NewYork, N. Y College Hall
Bloomfield, N. J College Hall
150 E. 45th St., New York, N. Y. . College Hall
1^12 Washington Boulevard, Chicago, ill. College Hall
Qai






H, what shall we say of this wonderful class,
Whose glory ne'er passeth away ?
Its history is writ in a very few words,
For, — there's nothing special to say.
6o WELLESLEY LEGENDA.
^peciaf iDx^ani'^ation.
Color : %luc. ^lotocr : Carnntion.
Officers.
Maud Mason, Z A .
Mabel Jones Stone, * 2 \
MiNVA Park Phelps '
Marietta Eaton Newcomise, M. S.
Anna May Thorpe
Henrietta E. Martin .
Jeannie Evans, S. S. \
Sylvia Ci-ark /
Caroline Elizahetu PuTNA^l
MiNVA Park Phelps ]
Mabel Irene Jenkins, S. S.
j
Clara Seymour Helmkr, Z. A. j-
SusiE May Lum, * 2
|
Anna Throckmorton Conover J
"Adams, Anne May
Armstrong, Edith H. .







Bragg, Nancy M. .
Breckinridge, Makv Isabei.le
Brooks, Nona L. .
Brown, Mary K., J/rs. .
BuLLEN, Daisy L. .








Drake, Helen Parker, Z A
Eggleston, Belle V.











28 Oread St., Worcester, Mass.
Hampton, Va. . . . . .
Worcester, Mass. . . . . .
Northfield, Minn
19 Minair St., Cambridge, Mass. .
Red Bank, Monmouth County, N. J.
1329 So. Broad St., Philadelphia, I'a. .
77 Elm St., Stoneham, Mass.
Braggville, Mass. .....
41 1 Irving St., Toledo, O.
Care of B. I^. James & Co., r)enver, Col.
Grand Junction, Col. ....
1 122 Fifth Ave., Moline, 111.
.
23 Appleton St., Manchester, N. 11.
Derry, N. II
Red Bank, N. J
Waukegan, 111. .....
New Britain, Conn. ....
Erie, Pa
West Newton, Mass. ....
73 Spring St., Sj)ringHeli], Mass. .
517 Pine St., Manchester, N. II. .
Gilhertsville, N. Y
119 State St., Portland, Me. .
Orleans, N.Y
639 Congress St., Portland, Me. .
Cor. 2d and Grant Sts., Council Bluffs, lo.





































Helmer, Clara Seymour, Z A
Hewett, Amelia Cooper
Hubbard, Carrie M.





Leslie, Clara A. .
Loom IS, Jean .
LuM, Susie May, * s
Luther, Flora H., Z A .
Magay, Elizabeth Stewart
Martin, Henrietta E. .
Mason, Mary Lee .
Mason, Maud, Z. A.
Mix, Grace Eldridge .
Morse, Elizabeth E.
MuDGETr, Caroline W. .
Nevvcomb, Marietta Eaton, M. S
Newton, Josephine H. .
Osborne, Mary G., S. S.
Osgood, Calla M. .





Price, Viola Virginia .
Putnam, Caroline Elizabeth








Stewart, Cora Lydia .
Stockbridge, Minna Kathleen, M. S.,
Stone, Mabel Jones
Teele, Adeline C. .
Thorpe, Anna May
ToRREY, Evelyn C.
Tyler, Kate Browning .
Upham, Josephine A.
Warr, Vina L.
Whitney, Amy Augusta, Z
WooDiN, Alida a. .
Total, 8i.
Highland St., W. Newton, Mass
Milfonl, Mass.
Black Hall, Conn.
Plainfield, N. J. .
34 Aldine Square, Chicago, 111.
Trenton, N. J. .
Saxton's River, Vt.
Kittery, Me.
85 Park Place, Buffalo, N. Y.
Wellesley, Mass. .
Marion, la. .
305 Court St., Plymouth, Mass.
Oregon, 111. ....
Westtield, Mass. .
Chatham, N. J. .
497 Beacon St., Boston, Mass.
109 Spark St., Cambridge, Mass.
140 Addison St., Chelsea, Mass.




Plymouth, N. H. .




Waban St., Wellesley, Mass.
474 Broadway, Lawrence, Mass.-
Milwaukee, Wis. .
Richmond, Ky.
13 Parkes Ave., Providence, R. I.
Wellington, Kan. .
Cedar Rapids, lo.
Poultney, Vt. . . .






Blairsville, Indiana Co., Pa. .
Auburndale, Mass.
Amherst, Mass.
850 Main St., Worcester, Mass.
West Somerville, Mass.
Fort Miller, N. V.
Sterling, Mass. ...
254 Linden .St., Waltham, Mass.
Truro, Nova Scotia
Des Moines, lo.
139 Oak .St., Binghanipton, N. V



























































HERE is, perhaps, no phase of college life more
significant than that which is represented by
her societies. The work of the class-room is,
of necessit)', limited in its range. There are
. certain definite channels to which it must be
confined, certain definite lines which it must
follow. Beyond these limits the student
must make her way unaided and alone, unless
in some form there be presented to her the stimulus that can arise only
from united effort and a common interest and purpose. To furnish such a
stimulus is the function of the college society; and by its work, its influence
its results, may be measured with considerable accuracy the conditions and
value of the college education.
The interest and enthusiasm of Wellesley's students of science are
stimulated by the monthly meetings of the Microscopical Society. Here
papers are presented on topics of interest, investigations are pursued with
the aid of the microscope, and the results of scientific experiments are
shown by lantern slides. The different departments of science have here
an opportunity for exchange of thought and suggestion, thus giving the
members of the society a glimpse of the scope of modern science, the breadth
of its outlook, and the immensity of its field.
What the Microscopical Society does in the realm of science is accom-
plished by the Art Society in its own domain. A decided impulse to art
study is given by the work of this society, which trains the eye in habits
of quick perception and keen observation, while at the same time it keeps
the student interested and informed in regard to the work of modern
artists, art schools, and art societies.
More limited in its range, but no less earnest in its purpose, is the work
of the Shakespeare Society. Its aim is to give greater impulse to careful
and appreciative study of the author whose name the society bears; to steep
the mind in the thought of the greatest of English dramatists ; to view the
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dramas from every stand-point, — literary, human, ethical, artistic,— and to
follow the growth of Shakespeare interpretation the world over. The age
of this society, its high aims and excellent work, have giv°n it a prominence
which, until recently, has known no rival.
From this we turn to two societies whose power and influence in shaping
college thought grow mightier and more wide-reaching every day. A some-
what unique position among Wellesley's societies is that occupied by her
Greek-letter societies, Z A and ^ E. Here there is no limit to the fields
open to research. Music, literature, art, and politics, — each has its part.
Dramatic representation alone is prohibited through outside influence.
In the early days of Wellesley, </* 2,' and Z A first saw the light, and
began their career under the direct guidance and inspiration of the founder
of the college. That their influence was then a potent one, despite the
brevity of their career, is clearly shown by the enthusiastic fondness felt to
this day by its earliest members.
With the hand of fate laid heavily upon them for a season, it seemed to
the world that Wellesley's Greek-letter societies were no more. But in
April, 1889, the present societies were chartered, — not, indeed, the old
societies, but their successors, receiving the sacred heritage of name, aspira-
tions, and general character, to be united to eager new life.
With all their versatility, it is to be remembered that the central aim of
these societies is fine, scholarly, literary work. To this is added an effort
to keep in touch with the current topics of the day, and gain an increased
interest in political questions. We may mention the literary papers, the
spirited debates, the animated extemporaneous speaking ; and this will give
a suggestion of the work done by these societies. But there must ever
remain much that cannot be put into words, much that cannot be appreci-
ated by any outside the membership. To speak of the delightful social
intercourse, the gay yet tender spirit of comradeship, the undercurrent of
earnest fraternity, is to give but an imperfect hint of the hundred bonds of
union that make the name of one's society a magic talisman. By those who
are ignorant or devoid of sympathy, it may be and often is urged that the
Greek-letter societies detract from the excellence of college work, and draw
the students' best effort away from its legitimate channels. But, so far from
doing this, it may be said that the societies but supplement the class-room
work and add to its value, by supplying another and powerful incentive to
the highest and best achievement.
As long, then, as the blithesome owl looks down from his lofty perch in the
sacred lodge-room, the wisdom of the ages in his gaze; as long as the mystic
lamp sheds forth its " dim, religious light, "a never-ending inspiration to its
priestesses in their search for truth,— so long will 2"" and Z A regard as





Helen Adelaide Pierce, "91
Mary Alice Emerson, '92
E.MMA Maid Sql'ires, '91
Grace Mason Brackett, '90
Alice Walbridge Dransfield, "92


































































Edith Mary Lithkr, '90
Florence Mykick, '92 .
Grace Lincoln Darling, '91
Harriet Emily Tuell, '91 .










Prof. Anton Springer, Leipsic. Pruk. E. N. Horsford, Cambridge.




































Organized 1876. REORGANIZED 1889-
OFFICERS.
Caroline M. Dresser, '90
Ermina Ferris, '92
Mary Emogene IIazeltine, '91
Blanche Bicelow Baker, '92
Grace Eastman, '91
Elinor Kimball Bruce, '92 |









































































Organized 1876. Reorganized 1889.
OFFICERS.
Sara Elizabeth Stewart, '91
Amy Augusta Whitney, Sp.
Eli.en Juliette Wall, '91
Clara Maria Burt, '92
Ei.i/AHETH Mary Blakeslee
Sara M. Roberts, '91 .













































































()Utcro0coptcaf ani ^cknd^c ^ocid^.
Organized 1877.
OFFICERS.
Emii.y Frances Brown, '90 J'resident.
Charloite Williams Hazlewood, '91 .... Vice-P7-esident.
Helen Froth Chambers, '92 Recording Secretary.
MiNA K.\THLEEN Stockbridge, Sp. . . . Corresponding Secretary.










































Organized October 8, 1884.
OFFICERS.
Sar.\ii F. Whiting President.
Grace M. Br.\ckett, '90 First Vice-President.
( Second Vice-President.
L.\URA A. Jones, '82 \ ,., . / ;i^- • n 44•'
{ Chairman of Ahsstonary Lommittee.
\ Third Vice-President.
Mabel I. Jenkins, Sp. ^.r ^ j. /- •»
•'
*^
( Lhatrman Temperance Lotnmittee.
( Fourth Vice-President.
Marian W. Perrin, '91 \ Chairman of Committee of
' General Religious Work.
M. Alice Emerson, '92 Recording Secretary.
Mary E. Dillingham, '93 Corresponding Secretary.
Clara M. Burt, '92 Treasurer.
Mariana W. Blood, '91 Chairman of Reception Committee.
Mary G. Osborne, Sp. ...... Chairman of Indian Coinmittee.
Sarah Woodman Paul, '81 .... Chairman of Devotional Cotnmittee.
Membership, 443.
^fuben^ (Pofunfeet0^
Organized March 26, 1890.
Charlotte Elizabeth Miller, '91





TPeffeafeg Co%e (C^apef funi (^BBociatxon.
Organized Oct. 7, 1887.
OFFICERS.
Marion Frances Parker, '91 Chair7)iai7.
Eleanor Burges Green, '92 Recording Secretary.
Sarah Malinda Bock, '90 Corresponding Secretary.
Carrie M. Hubbard, Sp Treasurer.
BOARD OF DIRECTORS.
'90.






















Carrie M. Hubbard, Chairman.
Jeannie Evans. Calla M. Osgood.
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" (^^ NOTHER society? " We hear it said in varying accents. Yes,
(OsV another society, if you will ; but one whose membership taxes
.^ \^^ neither purse, time, nor strength, through fines, dues, and reg-
ular meetings. But the involuntary challenge demands some positive raism
d' ('fre, more valid than harmlessness.
The object of this new coalition is best shown, not by multiplicity of
statements, but by the words of the preamble, which are " to place our-
selves under conditions which will enable us to do more scholarly work,
gain more enjoyment from social pleasures, and surround ourselves with a
quiet and wholesome atmosphere." We err, however, in alluding to this as
a new departure ; for as early as 1885 a similar association was formed,
which died a natural death, by neglect. For the past two years the idea of
some organization of students has steadily gained in favor. In the spring
of 1890 this desire took tangible form in a constitution signed by twenty
undergraduates, and chartered by the Academic Council.
Two by-laws, which in no way interfere with individuality, suggest the
trend of practical thought. One reminds members that they are in honor
bound to acknowledge and observe their own and others' occupied hours ;
the other, that they have the same obligations to refrain from disturbing the
occupants of the library and reading-rooms.
Judging by the numerous interruptions of busy hours, and by the disturb-
ance in the library, such by-laws have a significance. It is also fair to infer
that the " busy cards " may serve as wholesome checks to thoughtlessness and
selfishness, although their intended service is as a convenient and authorita-
tive business announcement of the ever-changing but no less important
hours of consecutive quiet, imperatively needed by every earnest worker.
Primarily, the advantage sought and gained from such an association is a
closer bond between those who have already a community of interests in
the questions which vitally affect student life. Within this body, which is
unlimited in number, and is without restrictions as to class or fraternity,
there is allowed, at the occasional meetings, frank and free discussion of all
general college questions. As an earnest of the interest felt by the author-
ities in its quiet but steady growth, the Association has had the pleasure of
listening to two addresses by members of the Academic Council and of the
Board of Trustees.
The future work of the Association is as yet undefined. Friends occa-
sionally indulge in this and that day-dream ; but the best certainty is, that
in individual life will surely be fulfilled the truth of the motto now so deeply
impressed, " Veritas vos liberabif."
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Chartered April 19, 1890.
OFFICERS.
Amy Morris Mothershkad, '91
Mary Alice Emerson, '92
Mary Alice Emerson, '92
Emma Maud Squires, '91







^^e Coffege ^dt(tmtn( (^Beodadon.
OFFICERS.
Miss Viua D. Scudder






HE spring of 1890 witnessed the organization, at Welles-
ley, of a chapter of this Association. This chapter now
numbers about fifty, and new names are added daily.
It stands out among college organizations as the only
one uniting in aim and purpose the under-graduates
with college women all over the land. Its aim is two-
fold ; to aid in practical relief of suffering among the
,
and, at the same time, to train the under-graduate classes, that they








Prof. Junius W. Hili Director.
M.ARY LURENA WEBSTER, '9 1 President.
Emma Louise Sheldon, Sp. Vice-President.
Adelaide Miller, '94 Recording Secretary.
Helen Blanche Field, '90 Corresponding Secretary.
Mary Brigham Hill, '93 Treasurer.
Mary Augusta Hawley, '92
^ f ' 1
1
Esther Parmenter, '94 ^
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1
Ti?em0feg Cofe^ge (Bfee CfuB.
Caroline (Jray Fkost, Sp Presiilent aud Leader.
Emma Lknouk McAlaknev, '92 Business Manager.
Mahel Jones Stone, S]i Accompanist.
FIRST SOPRANOS.
Bertha I. Barker, '91. Louise Sheldon, Mas.
Caroline C Frost, '92. Helen Foss, '94.
SECOND SOPRANOS.
Esther Bailey, '91. Media K. Carrier, '92.
Crace M. CrM%nN(;s, '91. Evangeline L. Sherwood, '94.
FIRST ALTOS.
Annie L. Durklinger, '91. Nettie G. I'ullen, '92.
Emma L. McAi.arney, '92. Grace Grenell, '93.
SECOND ALTOS.
Maky L. Wehstek, '91. Mary L. Makot, '94.
Lucy B. Whiik, '91. Adeline 1'.(iurney, '94.
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T27efPe0fep Co^ge (ganjo CfuB.
Sara M. Roberts, '91 Leader.
Maude 1'.. Foster, Sp Business Manager.
FIRST BANJO.
Mariana W. Blood, '91. Maud Hutchinson, '92.
Virginia R. Douce, '92. Saka M. Roiucrts, '91.
Sue M. Taylor, '91.
SECOND BANJO.
Mae Louise Alden, '91. Louise Gr.\nt Saxton, '91.
Alice Mae Ri-.i:d, Sp. Sarah Williams, '92.
GUITAR.
M. Louise Brown, '92. Maude B. Foster, Sp.
Emily Howard Foley, '93. Grace IIawley Underwood, '92.
MANDOLIN.






1-'. May West .... Accompanist.
FIRST SOPRANOS.
Alice S. Clement, I.eathr. I'.ertha I. P.arkeu.
SECOND SOPRANOS.
EsTHEK Bailey. Mahel Frost.
CJKACE M. CUMMINGS.
FIRST ALTOS.
Mariana W. Blood. Annie L. Diirflinoer.
Mary W. Carti-.k.
SECOND ALTOS.




Wi\)ZX({ ar(^ You (^oii}^^, /Hy pretty /T)aid?"
HERE are you going, my pretty maid?"
"I'm going to face the cold world," she said
"Sir," she said, "sir," she said;
In some distant district school, sir," she said.
" What is your fortune, my pretty maid ? "
" Four years' college training, kind sir," she said ;
" Sir," she said, " sir," she said ;
" With some of it in and some out of my head."
III.
" What is your father, my sweet, pretty maid ?
"
" My father's a broker, kind sir," she said ;
"Sir," she said, " sir," she said;
" He owns a big silver-mine fallow with lead."
" Then I will marry you, my pretty maid."
" I haven't asked you yet, sir," she said
;
" Sir," she said, " sir," she said ;
" You forget there's ambition in one college-bred."
" Then don't I suit you, my own pretty maid ?
"
"To be frank, sir, you don't, and my no has been said;
Sir," she said, " sir," she said
;










I)K. Sargent's ANTiiKoru.METRic Measurements.
DtLbAKTE System. Luig's Swedish System.
Original Work.























Menial Gymnastics in planning Welleslev's Gymnasium oe the Future.
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Elizabeth M. Blakeslek, '91
Marion F. Parker, '91
Alice S. Clement, '91
.
Mary W. Carter, '91 \
Clara A. Beliteld, '92



















Esther Baii.i v, '91.




Marion F. I'akki.k, '91, and Josephine Thayer, '92.
TOURNAMENT, 1890 91.
PRIZES.
Mary W. Carier, '91.
1*;siher Bailey, '91, and Anna R. Wh.kin.son, '92.










Makian \V. T'ekrin', Captain.
Sea Nymph.














Nettie G. Fullen, Captain.













































^iL ARK ho ! Hark ho ! Hark ho !
^^fcj ^ When the waters bright are dancing
In the golden evening glow,
And the sun's last rays are glancing
On the wavelets as they flow, —
'I'hen with hearts all free from sadness
To our bonny boat we hie,





Pull with measured stroke and true
;
While our voices wake
Praises to our lake.
Yes, our song is all to you,
Waban's waters blue, —
Waters heaven's own hue.
Nature joins us in our singing
;
Soft the waves break on the sands :
Zephyrs sweet to us are bringing
Songs from sunny Southern lands
;
Birds in evening carols praising,
Leaves that rustle forth their song.
Swell the chorus we are raising
As we swiftly glide along. Chorus,
Shadows of the night are falling,
Evening's golden light has fled
;
O'er the hills, the night-bird, calling.
Tells the gentle day is dead.
Softly gliding o'er the waters,
Drifting neath the stars' clear light.
Mother Earth, your happy daughters
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r:- Ar.-^ ^<^jyj k^.^r la vt^
^Tbrils /nft, tnr la,Te CT lore.^
rtTj^ t
" Good morning! " said the professor with a beamiiia;
smile, which the pale faces of the students did not reflect.
"I am just going to give you a little review of the manth's
work, to fix a few points in your heads. I want you to
write briefly, to give clear-cut answers, and to think
quickly. Now '. — ready ! " So said the professor, and in
an hour she was looking over a paper like this : —
A case of refraction is experienced when the student's
mind passes from the medium of va'^tion to the denser
one of term-time. The mind is bent out of its course.
The phenomena of dispersion is sometimes preceded by
a brilliant chromatic display ; <>. ^i.' , the festive reception
in the Art Building was the immediate precursor of Miss
Bothe's departure.
The critical angle was well illustrated during the fencing
exhibition. In some of the postures, a minimum deviation
would have produced floorward deflection and accidents.
The virtual focus of our energies this month was the
Glee and Banjo Club Concert. The real focus was our
Physics written review.
" Ah! " sighed the professor; " they <^d not study the
charts carefully, and in this last they have just reversed
the foci ! "
(94)
Analyse the May-flower? — rather difficult
work when one has never studied botany, but
we will try. Its color is pink— the shade of
promise. It means that summer is coming,
that flowers are blooming, that June is at hand
— June, when one hundred and one maidens,
all delicately ripened, drop from the thrifty
tree of knowledge.
Now, examine the calyx. This is firm and
green, for it was built on the principle of con-
test. We must thank the Junior debate and
society elections for the foundation — strife in
the end cements union.
Next, tear away the petals— exquisite things,
perfectly shaped. In them are embodied the
beauty and grace of " The Merchant of
Venice." whose gradual unfolding was so
pleasant to us one Saturday evening.
And here are the stamens, nodding their yel-
low heads on their slender stems They mean
ectures on Nationalism and the Eight-hour
Movement, Luca Fumagalli's piano recital and
other things that helped to ripen June's fruit.
No matter about the rest — you can still
detect the flower's delicious perfume. Other
blossoms there are, but none sweeter than
this one,— easy, indeed, to tell the species,
—
this breath of fragrance plainly reveals to us








A BURDEN of much gladiiess. On this day
Have joyous maidens met, and on the lake,
With songs and beat of oars, and bright array,
I'eguiled the hours; the colored light-flakes
shake
Through the soft shadows, light each eagei face.
And all the little ripples in the wake
Of class boats falling gently into place.
The Alumnae.
A BURDEN of Alumnae. From a-near
-And far they gather in a mighty throng,
Vnd in an off-hand way, that awes to hear,
Discuss the questions that have vexed us
long:
And give advice, and tell of other ways
.As being perfect quite,while our's are wrong
;
And toast in merry wise their college days.
Burial of Sylvanus Thompson by 'gi.
A iiuRDEN of Sylvanus. " Here 's a coil!"
The Juniors, with bent brows and faces pale,
Seek vengeance on the foe who's made them toil
Through many days. Let him assail
Their souls with prayer, — through each sad
lieart
An anti-clock-wise current doth avail,
And makes it polar to his wily art.
Tree Day.
A BURDEN of tree-planting. We have seen
!• air maids and many, in rare festival,
Maids of all classes, bow to Ninety's queen.
With song and laughter keep high carnival.
The time of earnest speeches, memories keen,
Ofsi)arkling thought and words in jest let fall,







I WAS walking along the shore of the lake, when I became suddenly
aware that its waters were all aglow ; for each tiny wave, chasing its fellow,
was flashing with myriad burning points of light. I looked up ; the sky had
never been so blue, and all the leaves on all the trees were quivering in the
sunshine. " Surely," said I, " it must be The Day ! " And even as I spoke
I heard in the distance a faint, sweet sound, like the fragments of an old
song. And I seemed to see, circling over the greensward, a group of fig-
ures, now approaching, now receding. And they seemed to have flowing
robes of bright colors, purple, crimson, and lilac, or the faint green and
pink of the sunset sky, and the gold and white of the noonday
; but because
they were continually shifting and changing, like the lights on mother-of-
pearl, I could not tell clearly what it was I saw, or if it were a trick of the
eyes. Only I heard the confused murmur of many voices, like the babble
of a far-away brook, and it was like a new song set to old music. As I lis-
tened, my heart grew light with bright anticipations and fair promises.
And the figures^ melted away, on the one hand, into the rose-gray of half-
forgotten memories, and on the other, into the golden haze of half-revealed
hopes. Towards the center, the mass seemed to be parting, and I looked,
and saw that they were planting a young tree ; it was a tiny thing, but it
stood straight up towards the sky. I turned to my friend beside me.
" What are they doing? " said I. She looked at me with grave, wide eyes.
" It is for a sign," said she, " and a symbol, and a remembrance. It will
stretch down its roots into the earth ; it will lift up its head to the sunshine ;
it will stretch out its leaves to the forests." Then the mass of confused
figures surged round it and hid it, and I heard the ripple of light hearted
laughter edging itself through the nuirmuring voices like a zigzag, parti-col-
ored thread. And again the music swelled and died away, and, when J
lifted my eyes, there was only the green grass and the blue sky.
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A"-ain I heard, as it were, the fragments of an old song. I looked
a<'ain, and I saw a band of moving figures, robed in dark garments, but
the linino-s were white. Also I heard again the confused murmur of many
voices, like the sound of the west wind in the pine-trees, and it was like an
old song set to new music. I listened, and my heart stirred within me. It
was sad and sweet as parting and meeting ; it was like victory, and it was
like defeat. I looked, and saw there figures, too, gathered about a young
tree ; it was a tiny thing, but it stood straight up towards the sky. And
faint echoes of voices came back to me. " It is not so tall as we hoped,"
they said, " yet will we be patient. Are its roots deep ? And we — we are
not so great as we thought, but — " then the words lost themselves in new
music, and it was a march tune that I heard, the march with which men go
to battle, or women to work. Again the confused mass surged round the
tree and hid it. " Did it blossom ? " I cried, eagerly. " Will it bear fruit ? "
Was it my friend's voice that I heard, or was it the memory of an old, old
slory^ — " Seed-time and harvest ; while the earth remaineth, seed-time
and harvest shall not cease " ? I looked, and the blue waters of the lake
were still palpitating with light.
NINETY'S TREE DAY.
A COLOR STUDY.
Blue sky and fleecy clouds ; a circle of green lawn, broken by deep
shadows ; a throne against the pillars of College Hall,— this is the setting
for go's Tree Day.
Now the living picture enters the frame. First come the ladies from
Japan, whose gowns vie with the green of the grass, the yellow of the sun-
shine, and the blue of the sky, and all in contrast with their olive skins and
black hair.
Then follow the loyal few, the forerunners of '94, proudly wearing the
color of Alma Mater.
Next comes a solemn band, '* None-like '92, sober, steadfast, and de-
mure," their dark robes bringing out in stronger relief the gladness of the
sunny sky.
Suddenly the winding of a horn, and darting over the plain come Robin
Hood and his band of merrie men, all clad in Ivincoln green.
Then the happy, graceful children of "93, glistening in white and gold,
wind slowly in at the left of the picture ; and now the centre only, lacks its
color.
Faintly sounds the horn of the herald, announcing the approach of the
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princess, with the ladies and students of the court. With solemn step, the
royal procession passes through the midst, filling the whole picture with its
tinge of lilac and gold, — and the artist's work is done.
Beautiful is the picture, but more than this is its purpose
; for the court
of the princess is assembled to bid farewell to its tree, planted three years
before. Standing together in the sadness of parting, the loyal members of
the court bind themselves to everlasting loyalty to the College Beautiful
and to each other. ^
The scene changes
;
another picture is forming. Lilac and gold and
rich green are thrown against a dark background
; but filling the whole pic-
ture, and crowning it with its glory, is the white and gold of '93. Now
"II Penseroso" presents " L'Allegro " with the historic spade, and the
white-clad figures move away in a joyous and wonderful dance; and, as their
robes flutter in the wind and the sunlight glints in their hair, the rhythm of
their movements steals over all VVelleslcy's daughters, so that they abandon
every prosaic thought, and become, each one, a poet, if not in word, yet
truly in heart and soul.
So '90's Tree Day is ended.
pastels in prose.
ILL USIONS.
She thinks she is logical, she can follow her own thoughts so neatly.
Reasoning in a circle, she thinks it perfection, for a circle is complete. She
thinks she is clever, and she has never discovered that people are thinking
of other things besides herself. She thinks she is humble, and she is proud
of the fact.
PETITE MAJUE.
Pretty, dainty little Marie ! Artistic from the knot of wavy hair on the
top of her head to the tips of her toes, she is like a pink blossom set among
the leaves of ordinary maidens. And the charm of this fair blossom is
the charm of graceful motion. Marie dances like a fairy, she plays the
banjo with inimitable grace. Picpiant, naive, petite Marie ! Her pretty,
sparkling animation lights up the dull commonplaces of life, so that she
seems, not a creature of earth, but "a brealh from heaven."
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TH£ «i)UT@£l^IOt^ Gll^L.
She knows so much. Il is a continual marvel to you how much she
does know. You think she must be a marvel to herself ; yet she says there
is so much vet to learn. She sees knowledge stretching before her like a
vast sea, but she never ffoubts she can take it in ; she fully intends to know
it all. How, then, can you blame her if she sometimes forgets your trivial
existence ? You are not intellectual.
II.
She was so virtuous. You never saw a hair of her that was not where
it should be, and she was laudably anxious that you should wear yours after
the same pattern. She was such a model ! She never was vexed ; she was
never in a hurry ; she was never late ; she never failed ; she never said what
she did not mean to ; she talked beautifully. But you never could resist
shocking her, she was so easily shocked. And you had always the feeling
that she must have been made by machinery, and wondered what had be-
come of the rest of the lot.
III.
You never could tell what it was about her. She was clever ; but you
had known clever people before. She was good ; but you had seen others
who were better. Yet you felt insufferably small when you were with her,
as if she had been the Grand Mogul. You were conscious you were talking
twaddle, though you were not always in the habit of twaddling. You felt
that you were boring her, she listened with such patient condescension.
You knew you were quite ordinary. But then she was so superior.
IV.
She never made any pretensions, but she could not altogether conceal
herself from you. You perceived the absolute truth of her intellect ; you
felt the perfect sincerity of her nature, and you seemed shallow beside her.
And, though she never knew it, you uncovered your head in her presence.
2If£ CHRONIC GRUMBLER.
She is a monster in disguise. Her nose is apt to betray her, — her
perpetual habit of sniffing gives it an upward inclination. She makes
every one her confidant, and has a never-ending list of grievances. You
hear her somewhat whining tones and note her pensively acid expression at
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all times and places. She never can see the slightest sense in the do-
mestic system ; the rules are absurd ; the college laundry imposes upon her
in various ways. She is obliged to fast very often, owing to the poor fare.
The draughts in class-rooms and corridors endanger her life ; she wonders
why she is not dead of a cold, and so do we. Her room is especially unde-
sirable. The coach is always late when she wishes to catch a train. She
has suspicions of everybody : the elevator girl is saucy ; the maids steal
;
very few people are well-bred, and all have glaring faults. Altogether, one
cannot imagine why she ever applied for the position of a daughter of
Wellesley, and we live in hope that she will one day resign.
U \//^
THE GIRL WHO TALKS.
You like to hear her talk ; she talks well. She is intelligent. She knows
how to tell a good story. But sometimes you wish she had been born dumb.
You go to a concert ; your soul vibrates to the music of the spheres. She
sits behind you. She talks. You become suddenly mundane. You turn
and glare at her. She does not see your gaze
; she is talking. You go to
a lecture. You are eager to hear. She sits in front of you. She talks.
You do not see the lecturer, — you see her head bobbmg. You do not hear
the lecturer, — you hear her. You try to transfix her back hair with piercing
glances. She does not feel them ; she is talking. And you go home to
reflect with sorrow and amazement that the tongue is a very little member.
THE FAITHFUL STUDENT.
She does not know that her lot is to be pitied,— not she ! She " likes
it." Her strong characteristic is an abnormally developed conscience,
which involves her in all kinds of calamities. It obliges her to refuse
tempting invitations, because she has so much work to do. It obliges her
to elect uncongenial courses, for the sake of the discipline. It obliges her
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to attend all sorts of meetings, including class-meeting, for the sake of the
example. It obliges her to cultivate and live up to various obstinate prin-
ciples ; they are not made of well-tempered steel, but of pig-iron. She
conducts her behavior in recitation with strict regard to several of these
principles. She incessantly asks questions about trivial points, because she
has an insane misgiving that she does not " quite understand "; she gets
fearfully sat on, but she accepts it meekly. She also has an exasperating
habit of keeping her hand raised, to signify that she is capable of reciting
well on points with which some one else is not so successful. To be sure,
she is ; but then the same would apply to all the points in all the lessons,
present, past, and future, and it becomes rather monotonous. We could
forgive her, if only she would not get her lessons ahead. It is positively
galling, say in some language class, to have her translate a page or two
which no one else has looked at. This unpardonable sin deprives her of
much of the sympathy we ought to give. However, we cannot all be shirks,
so let us have compassion on our less fortunate sisters.
THE MATHEMATICAL GIRL.
If there is any one who exasperates her envious classmates, it is the
girl who always knows every point in the mathematics lesson. She is
dubbed " the mathematical fiend." Because she understands the lesson
perfectly, she does not share in the chorus of groans over some knotty
problem or "clearly manifest" point in the text; and her lack of sympathy
is bitterly resented by her less fortunate (or unfortunate) companions. She
is the bright and shining light of the class, the pride of the professor's
heart. But she lives in solitude,— a grand solitude, perhaps, with a host
of mathematical figures and equations for inspiration, — but, in the busy
college world, as utterly alone as an isolated point in space.
THE GLRL WHO ASKS QUESTIONS.
She early discovered that it was much easier to ask than to answ^er ques-
tions. She had a way of bringing them out as if she had spent sleepless
nights in thinking over them. She found that it gave her an air of intelli-
gence. She was skilful in using them to parry dangerous topics from her-
self. She had an insatiable thirst for knowledge; she possessed an inex-
haustible fund of side issues. Her only fault was that she occasionally lost
track of the main argument ; and you had always to reproach yourself with
an unseemly delight when this happened.
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She had an unfortunate habit of seeing things too clearly. You would
elaborate your fine theory down to its least detail ; then she would ask a
question, and the whole thing would collapse. You would build up your
beautiful fancy; she would put another question, and over it would topple.
It was unfortunate. She wished sometimes she had been born blind.
III.
You are never able to tell how it happens. Here is all lost in a maze
of fog
; then she asks a question, and the fog grows luminous. Your ideas
untangle themselves, and fall into harmonious order. And she is quite un-
conscious all the while
;
she is only seeking information. You misjudge
her if you think her inquisitive. She is not at all concerned with you, and
she does not in the least attend to your answers. It is only her way of
making conversation. You meditate on the mystery of questioning; and
you remind yourself, as she leaves you, that Socrates was fond of asking
questions
; that Pope was called an interrogation point ; that interrogation
is probably a mark of genius. Then you console yourself with the reflec-
tion that geniuses are rare.
THE UArAVOIDABLY DELAYED GIRL.
The late Miss Blank is so good-natured and courteous ! She arrives at
the literature lecture just in time to hear the professor close her prefatory
remarks by saying, "And this will be your lesson for next time." But the
late Miss Blank, undisturbed, pleasantly requests permission to copy the
lesson from her neighbor, thereby causing the neighbor to lose all the notes
of the first part of the lecture. She comes to breakfast between the fruit
and the oatmeal, and gets down to dinner just as the soup-plates are beino
removed, and with the most gentle courtesy asks to be excused. Arriving
at her committee meeting when the business is half transacted, she very
kindly thanks the chairman for explaining it to her. She is invariably good-
natured. In such seemingly trying circumstances, she never loses her
temper !
ScbTemljc r.
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-RATMET! rtOV-VI) L I IC L TO COWIC WO/V.£
We are all back again, and so busy getting
settled; it rains, too. But time brings an end
to rain and schedules, and Saturday evening
found us merrily singing ourselves hoarse in
the gymnasium. The Freshmen ought cer-
tainly to imbibe college spirit after being taught
the cheer. Perhaps they do. The first concert
of the season was an out-door affair. Ask the
Sophomores about it. They can tell you how
they revived the drooping spirits of '94 with
their joyous choruses; as for the rest of us, we
found the evening too wet to be out. The
Sophomore reception is said to have been a
great success. The decorations were surely
pretty enough for any one— that is, for '94.
The Specials gave their usual reception, while
the Juniors developed their artistic gifts at
Waban. Freeman, " frothing out the foam of
its frivolous existence," gave a butterfly tea







THE LEGENDA BOARD HAS ITS PJfOTOGRAPH TAKEN.
Studio steps, 9.15 on a cohl winter
mor?wig. Legenda Board in atti-
tudes shoiving impatience.
Ed.-in-Chief. — Girls, it's after
nine o'clock, and he is due here at
8.30! He must come soon.
Sec. Bus. Ed.— How I hate that
man ! Why does he make appoint-
ments, if he doesn't intend to keep
them ?
— Indignant Chairman Photo.
Committee. — He does ! I think
he is very obliging. (^Tow grumble of dissent.)
Sec. Bus. Ed. — There's one comfort— '92 won't have him. I've
heard lots of them say so. I tell you I'm glad I voted against him in class-
meeting !
Sec. Lit. Ed. {pacijlca/ly) . — We'll grind him in the Legenda.
First Lit. Ed. (^pathetically).— Can't we get a key? I am very cold.
Chorus.— So am I
!
( The key is brought., and all enter the studio.
)
As. Ed. — Do see this fascinating picture of a priest ! Let's fasten him
up instead of that everlasting baby.
Sec. Art .Ed. — This isn't a bit good photograph of Mary Blank.
Wonder why homely girls get pretty pictures, while pretty ones don't
!
Third Lit. Ed.— Principle of compensation, I suppose. Have you
seen this photograph of the bride and groom ?
First Art Ed.— That elaborate dress will be old-fashioned in no time.
When I get married my dress shall be very plain.
First Bus. Ed. {?nusingly).— Was there ever a woman that did not
plan her wedding gown ?— and so few of them wear them— in Massachusetts.
Fourth Lit. Ed, {appearing from somewhere).— I have one of the
Duchess's valuable works, which I imagine Mr. Quail reads in his leisure
moments. Want me to read aloud ?
Chorus.— Yes, do !
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FouRiH Lit. Ed. {reading, with sigttijicant glances at the Editor-in-Chief^.
— "She was tall— divinely tall. Her large, expressive eyes might be blue
or gray, according to fancy ; her nose was adorable ; her well-shaped mouth
was full of purpose " — I declare, it's a slander to say a woman's mouth is
'*///// of purpose "— what purpose, I wonder ?
{The hook suddenly vanishes. Gradually Board lapses into an apathetic
state, where it remains.)
{Enter Imstling little man, loith silk hat and pompous air.)
En.-iN-CHTEF AND As. Y.T>. {stemlv) . — What does this mean? Where
is Mr. Quail 1
Business Editors (717V// cold e^nphasis). — Does he consider this busi-
ness-like .''
SunsTiruTE {calmly). — Don't know, I'm sure, ma'am; he only sent
word to me to come at the last moment. Now, ladies, since there are so
many, perhaps I'd better begin at once.
{Board hastens to pose.)
Substitute. — Sorry, ladies, but with such a group as this is, I shall
have to have more light. I've got to go and shovel that snow off the roof
— won't detain you a minute. {Exit.)
{Board looks glum?)
Sec. Art. Ed. {who alone smiles). — Say ! don't you think wearing a silk
hat is rather incongruous with shovelling off roofs ?
{Tension relieved : Board proceeds to group ; suddenly there comes a crash,
and Associate Editor and shelf on which she had been gracefully perched fall
heavily to the floor).
Chorus,— Are you hurt?
As. Ed. {with dignity). — Not at all, thank you. Let us try another
position.
Ed.-in-Chief. — There, that's all right. Now, remember your jilaces.
Look here ! {addressing the Second and Fourth Literary Editors), your position
is good, but don't look sentimental.
{Indignant murmur) .— As if we could!
As. Ed.— Maud, why do you turn your back directly to the camera ?
Your face won't show at all.
Fourth Lit. Ed,— I don't want it to— best picture I ever had was
taken this way. Wish my hair looked better, though !
Sec. Bus. Ed. — Does this ink on my hand show? I want to look as if
I were at work.
First Bus. Ed, — Too bad we can't have a motto in this picture — to
express our feelings— " Life's a grind," for instance.
Chorus, — We can ! Let's do it
!
First Lit. Ed, {grimly). — Cun-jiowder alone would express my feelings.
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{Confusion reigns. Tlic dark room does not escape in the search for paper
and cork. Editors hastily dip their fingers in ink and trace the letters on lorap-
pingpaper.)
Ed.-in-Chief. — At last we are ready ! Why doesn't he come ?
{Sound of shovelling ceases^ and Substitute appears.)
Substitute. — Very sorry, but you must move, and group farther back.
{Done in ominous silence. Substitute removes the artistic priest, and replaces
the ''everlasting baby." Board objects. Substitute restores priest. Group is
arranged ; Substitute cocks his head ofi one side, says " /ieady,'" and takes picture.*)
Substitute. — I will try another plate. Better more of you look at the
camera— Ah! that's all right — if the young lad}' at the end will not look
heavenwards— whites of eyes not regarded handsome. ( Takes secondpicture.)
That's all, ladies.
Ed.-in-Chief. — It is just quarter past eleven ! I should like to meet
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Ophelia A College Student.
ARGUMENT.
Acr I.
Ophelia, symbol of Human Nature, plunged into the darkness of passive obedience, of
scientific research, and of literary lore, longeth for the red of impulse and the purple of
pleasure, and a whole rainliow of change. Enter to her Horatio, the suggestion of pleasure.
Ophelia planteth a grain of truth in an unwilling mind. lie leaveth her. Human N.iture,
* For result, see page 5.
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as a toboggan, having been started down the liill uf Reasunaljlc Rebellion, stoppeth on a
Mathematical Bump, and, in spite of energetic gyrations, sticketh there. And now appeareth
the Cihost, — for the interpretation of which, see the Philosophical Department. I Fc rattlctli
his impulsive hones, and straightway imliueth ( )]ihelia with a desire for action.
Act II. ,
Human Nature, Ophelia, decideth to give a play; inviteth the Opposing Forces, symbols
of Over-scrupulosity. She showeth the awful outcome of their wrong ideas; expecteth
them to die of remorse— they do not die. 1 hnnan Nature, overliorne by irrelevant cpies-
tioning, sinketh to a dead level of stagnation. Tlu' ( iliost raiscth her. and cxhortetli her.
" If at first you don't succeed, try, try, again."
Act III.
Human Nature hath now taken another step onward and upward,— she seeketh the
Ideal. The Ideal is cruel to be kind — will none of her. Ophelia waxeth desperate. She
maketh the happy find of an old joke. She killeth therewith her lirothcr I'recedent, symbol
of Fear to do that which your neighbor hath not done before you; she killeth also the Oppos-
ing Forces. Hut the mighty effort is too much for her, and Human Nature, ct)nquere(l by the
Necessity of being Funny, seeketh the Sphere of no Interpretation. Enter Ohost, and
chanteth requiem.
ACT I.
Scene : Wellesley, the College Centre.
{Enter Ophelia, with mafiy books.)
Ophelia: Oh, that these too, too solid facts would melt.
Thaw, vanish ! I am resolved that Dewey
Is one great everlasting mix, and Stubbs
How weary, stale, flat, and unprofitable.
Genung — fle on't ! An unmeaning jargon !
All this stuff — heavens and earth — must I remember ?
Then burst, my brain
; and gibber, my poor tongue !
{Enter Horatio.)
Horatio: How now, the fair Ophelia? What reads your ladyship?
Ophelia : Words, words, words ; iny Ego is aweary.
Horatio : Do you know me, Ophelia ?
Ophelia : Excellent well
—
you're a twice-told tale.
{Sings) Oh, how should I an Exchange know
From another one ?
By his jokes of long ago,
And his frequent pun !
Horatio : {aside) Poor thing, she's mad.
{To Oi'H.) Too much study hast thou, fair Ophelia ?
Ophelia : Oh, my cognition's failing rapidly,
My apperception's going all astray
;
I need a change. Horatio, though I die,
Thou livest : report me and my cause awry












I will, be sure.
Go, get thee from this nunnery, go !
I will return anon.
{Exit Horatio.)
Two pi, or not two pi, — that is the question.
Whether it is nobler in a maid to suffer
The^ poisoned doubts that do beset her mind,
Or by solution end them .-'
{Enter Ghost.)
Death to mine eyes, what
sight is this !
Art thou that dim, illusive
form, which oft
I hoped to grasp as Senior
Privileges ?
Listen to my tale of woe.
Give me my tablets, that I jot
it down
;
And if you wish that I should
get it straight,
I pray you, worthy Ghost, to
tabulate.
Oh, horrible, horrible, most horrible!
What e'er I seem, that I would rather have
You hold that seeming is but seeming so
;
For what I am I now appear to be
Far otherwise from that which once I was.
Have you got that ?
Nay, by my halidame, it has me.
Let it work !
Assume a virtue if you have it not—
It is a custom that is much in fashion.
My cherub's cherub watches over thee. Farewell
!
{Exit Ghost.)
Oh, what a specimen is here dropped down !
Let it work ? It is a consummation
Devoutly to be wished.
There are more things in heaven and earth than are




{Enter Ophei.ia <///«' Laertes.)
Laertes: For Freshmen and the triHing of
their favors
Think not of them at all, for, faith,
they are
Forward, not permanent ; sweet,
not lasting.
And in regard to chapel, do not
pine
For cuts, but if you cut, then come
again.
When those in college of high rank
and station.
Do stand about the elevator door,
Be somewhat scanty of thy maiden
presence,
There is no hope for thee. Fare-
well, and keep
These precepts in thy mind.
{Exit Laertes.)
Ophelia : My note-book
; oh, my note-book, that I jot
it down.
Alas, 'tis almost full. Oh, Precedent,
When thou dost beckon down the narrow
way,
A maid may smile and smile, and be un-
willing still.
{Enter Gertrude rt-//^/ Courtiers.)
Are the actors ready ?
PoLLONius
:
I marvel at this frivolity ! Have your
thoughts tlown off on a tangent— do they
fail to fulfil their functions .^ I see here a
sine of social life.
Ophelia : For oh, the hobby-horse is not forgot
!
{Enter the Actors.)
Social Life : You ladies, you whose gentle hearts do fear
The smallest pleasure that you do behold.
May now perchance both quake and tremble here
At seeing Social Life so fierce and bold.
Then know that I who know your fear thereof,
Will roar you gently as a sucking dove.
Prkcedent.



















(--/ play is enacted, during which Social Life sleeps^ and is
poisoned by Destiny, avho pours into his ear the poison of
misconception. The Opposing Forces seem to approve.)
Marry, this means niinching mallicho— it means mischief.
What, no remorse ? You've cleft my heart in twain. {Faints.)
We'll rouse her with a little questioning.
Take thirteen at the elevator door,—
When it goes up, what then is the remainder.?
A member of the Senior class, I think.
By the circle of entertainment, draw
A tangent reaching to infinity —
What angle have you now ?
The chapel fund.
What thing is that which meaneth more than most 'i
A woman's yes.
Elaborate, I pray.
I may not, for 'tis brief as woman's love.
Then we by true induction do find out the direction —
{from below) Induction !
Oh, what a coil is here !
The croaking raven bellows for revenge. {^Enter Ghost.)
Courtiers : A rat, a rat
!
{Exeunt Gertrude and Courtiers.)
I have come your tardiness to chide.
I fail to grasp your meaning quite.
To one of your extremely youthful age,
Understanding's not a necessary stage.
The time is out of joint, now set it right.




{Enter Ophelia and Ideal.)
Ophelia : Doubt thou then the sun doth
move, but never doubt my love.
Oh, that I love thee most best
believe it.
Ideal : Yes, yes, most best ; and whom
lovest thou more best .''
Thou comparest well — in thy
comparisons
Are all thy loves remembered ?
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Ofhei.ia: Oh, my beloved, 1 ne'er loved but thee
—
{aside) with
one or two exceptions, say, or two or three.
Ideal : Oh, how should you this true love know
From another one ?
How should you this new love know
From the old loves gone ?
Ophelia: Ay, there's the rub— ask mean easier one {gives her
/lowers). There's rosemary, that's for remembrance, and
here's pansies, that's for thoughts. There's rue for you,
and some for me— we'll wear it with a difference. Fd
give you some jacqueminots, but they're too wildly dear.
Costly your tiowers as your purse can buy, no costlier.
Ideal : No more of this, for I am sick of love.
Besides —your love's a thing of shreds and patches.
{Exit Ideal.)
Ophell\ : Why, let the stricken deer go weep,
The galled heart go pray.
{Enter Grave Digger with the Prelude.)
Grave Digger : A pick-axe and a spade, a spade
To dig for jokes withal.
For 'twas only in y* old, old time
They'd jokes original.
{Digs up a joke.)
Nay, that may not be had,
The Faculty hath sat on it.
{Enter Horatio.)
Horatio : Who made that joke ? /^Ol
Grave Diocer : One that was a punster, sir, but— rest her \^ 41
soul — she's dead. Here's a joke, now,
has lain in the ground of argument this
many a year.
Oi'HELIa : How call you that?
Grave Digger : Faith, immortality, no less.
Ophelia : Alas, poor jest. I knew it well, Horatio, a most infinite
jest, a most excellent fancy.
Now, Samson had an excellent way
To check his foes and all their numbers slay.
Oh, that this thing I now hold in my hand
Might prove a weapon of the self-same brand.
{Enter Gertrude with Laertes a//rtf Courtiers.)
I'll fight with thee upon this theme.







Any theme, I say.
A thesis, essay, or debate, or discourse [)hilosophital
VVould'st drink up Kisel, eat a crocodile.
I'll do it.
I would that, like the female dove,
Thy silence should sit drooping.
Nay, that's too much. {Ki/ls him.)
Let Hercules himself say what he may.
The cat will mew, the woman have her sa)'.
( Kills everybody 7vith the joke.
)
A hit, a palpable hit ; yet do I hold
A treacherous weapon in my hand.
An ancient jest's envenomed, lack a day.
Why must I needs be funny?
{Enter Ghost.)
Alas, if I in any way have failed
To do the duty which my soul assailed ;
If I have not fulfilled your mission dread ! —
But it was too obscure, 'twas not interpreted.
(Ophelia dies.)
Nay, foolish maiden, know, and this be thy salvation.
There's nothing so obscure as an interpretation.
The human instinct grasped the thing I meant
Through my words' veil. This be th\ monument
She did her duty without meaning to.
And gave the Uninterpreted her due.
^efo^g)^
^^^/'^T^'^'T^^ ("'"• 'tot
07 bo b e_ -rr) h
«
"Come, tell me what happened in October," said the
scribe, unrolling his parchment and pulling his pen from
behind his ear. " .There was the '91 social, you know,"
said a little fellow clad in Lincoln green; " and the histo-
ries were read, and the jokes were fine, and— " "Not
so fast, mv young friend!" interrupted the scribe; "no
room for jokes here." "Then how shall I describe the
'92 social? " sighed an odd figure who looked strangely
like Mrs. Jarley. "Not at all!" declared the scribe,
briskly. " This prolixity will never do. See here, you
come and dictate,"— and he summoned a dignified person
in a sad-colored gown,— " I remember you used to keep
a good history note-book." " I ought to be writing my
essay," murmured the scholar; "but I suppose I can sit
up to-night." The scribe looked at her pale cheeks, and
thought that course of action might have been pursued
before, but it was none of his business. He was interested
in the tennis tournament, the Waban and Simpson teas,
the Concord excursion, and class elections. At this point
excitement ran high, and the scholar was so frequently
corrected that the scribe scowled until his brows were in
a double bow-knot, and cried, "Be gone! I will finish
myself" But everj-one was so enraged at his audacity
in tr>-ing to describe alone the glories of Hallowe'en, that
they pounced on him and fairly lore him to little bits—
but the parchment survived.
•-^^ -
("4)
And the children of ttie classes were in the
college, and there fell much rain; and for enter-
tainment and consolation they had these,— lec-
tures and discourses. And their way lay between
the Art Building lecture room and the Chapel;
and they did find the way very monotonous; and
they murmured.
And they said, " f^o, will you bring it about
that we perish? "
Bui the task masters hasted them, and said,
" Fulfil your works, your daily tasks, as when
ye had recreation and rest.
And the people cried out, "Verily, doth not all
work and no play make jack a dull boy; and
i-hall Jill, the weaker vessel, not niinish in
strength? Give us of the flesh-pots of pleasure,
yea, the leeks of frivolity; let us eat thereof.
'
Then did Prof. Horsford present them with
an Indian dictionary ; now this is a most useful
book.
But the people hardened their heads, and
would not be comforted.
Then the people of the tribe of Waban called
their friends together, and there was mirth and
feasting.
And Adamowski came forth and gave a concert
of great music,— of sweet, most excellently sweet
music. Did not the people go forth the morning
of the next day refreshed? And they rejoiced.
And the tribe of Ninety-four met together and
look unto them a leader; Caroline took they for
a leader. And they said, " It is well; she lead-
eth well. Selah."
And the rest of the acts of the people in No-
vember, are they not written in the book of





There are many tilings whicli can be said of the
leciures we have in college, but there is one remark
that can never be made, and that is, " Alas fir the
rarity !
"
On Plumbing and Draining.
>" The material for this article I obtained from one of
the domestic economy students, who went in to the
Boston Institute of Technology to fathom the mys-
teries of plumbing and draining. Her notes were as
follows: The Technology students are very numer-
ous. Phimbine and draining are n' cessary sanitary
precautions. I wore my new hat. Domestic econ-
omy broadens the mind, and fits woman for a high
sphere in life.
On Class Bulletin Boards.
There is something awfully satisfactory about a
class bulletin board. You are told in the morning
that " an important notice will be found on the bulle-
tin board," and you know it is the truth. You go
about all day happy in the consciousness that when-
ever you want you can go and read an important
notice,— and the consciousness is very sweet.
On the Japanese Bazaar.
There >iiay be a happy land where "funds"
cease from troubling, and the impecunious are at rest,
but it is not at Wellesley. I forget just which par-
ticular fund the Japanese Bazaar was supposed to
uphold. It was enough that it was a fund. So I
went, and took my purse. It would have been easier
to have sent my purse without me. I enjoyed it.
The tea was good; none of your strong American
beverages, but possessed of a taste so delicate, a
flavor so subtle, that it fairly escaped you altogether.
On the Junior Masque.
The Junior reception to the Freshmen is always a
success — witness 'yi's. . . . The entertainment of
this year was a most successful success, as bright in
conception as it was dainty in e.\ecution.
On Vacation.
There has been .so much said, and on the whole so









I SAUNTERED clowii to the stablcs,
With purpose to hire the Muse ;
" In such a good cause as Legenda,"
Thought I, "he will never refuse."
" Is Pegasus in ?" I inquired,
In a jocular sort of a way ;
" I've a little light work I would like done, -
I'll return him at close of the day."
They brought him, curvetting and prancing
His wings were all tumbled and rough ;
And I saw, by the gleam of his eye-bal!.
That I should have trouble enough.
So I tried to soothe him by stroking ;
" Dear Peggy, be docile and good ;
It is really not much I am asking, —
No more than an editor should.
" I will not go far from the earth-line,
For I really have nothing to say, —
Only old jokes to remodel,
In a new and original way : —
" About the staid, dignified Senior;
To the Freshman so tender and true:
And about the gay, jolly Junior.
With nothing whatever to do ;
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" And how the Sophomores are wiser
This year than ever before,—
They are jokes that are worn rather threadbare ;
If they'll only last one season more !
" And then for the Freshmen, why, rhyme me,
In a neat little couplet or two,
Something about babies and rattles,
As the rest of the Annuals do."
So saying, I went to leap lightly
Astride him, when up he rose in his wrath,
And skyward he shot like a rocket.
In a perfect parabola path.
Then how my poor head did grow giddy
;
In terror I cried out aloud,
When he reared himself up on sheer ether.
And pawed at the edge of a cloud.
And when terra firma received me,
The very first word that I spoke
Was, "Joking may be very funny,
But riding the Muse is'no joke."
THE FLOAT.
There was a young man at the float
Who rowed with a maid in a boat
;
Their position was queer,
For they both had to steer,
And 'twas quite hard to manage that boat.
'Twas a dear little maid at his side.
And betwixt them the space was not wide.
Cruel calcium light.
To reveal that sweet sight,
And to make them both eager to hide
!
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I'm an S. A. young woman,
Exercise-everyday young woman,
A supernally- steady, eternally-ready,
A silent-time-keeping young woman.
I'm an S. A. young woman,
Sed-ministrare young woman,
A lover of quiet, a hater of riot,
And a regular O. K. young woman.
I'm an S. A. young woman,
A soberly-gay young woman,
A hiding-no-books, a using-no-crooks.
A non-hypnotizing young woman.
I'm an S. A. young woman,
An engaged-all-day young woman,
Recitation-non-fearing, information-volunteering.
And a scholarly-habit young woman.
I'm an S. A. young woman,
A bound-for-a-mission young woman,
A light-out-at-ten, a despiser-of-men.
And a purpose-in-life young woman.
I WENT one day to a lecture ;
The subject was very profound,
And the grave little man on the platform
Dashed my theories all to the ground.
I looked to the Faculty gallery.
Their horror I thought would be deep ;
That look made me sadder and wiser.
The Faculty all were asleep !
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/ WISH I WERE.
{A 'gi FRESHMAN CREW SONG.)
I.
I WISH I were a sweet, sough t-for Special, —
I would revel in Esthetics and skip Math.
;
But, since I am not, alas ! I can not
Be a sweet, sought-for, serene, soft Special.
I'm a Freshman, and I'm a '91.
I must toil at work domestic, and take Trig.
II.
I wish I were a swell, scornful Sophomore, —
I would walk with head majestic, and look wise
But, since I am 'not, alas ! I can not
Be a swell, scornful, and snubbing Sophomore.
I'm a Freshman, and I'm a '91.
I can ne'er be late to Chapel, nor cut Gym.
I wish I were a just, generous Junior, —
I would crush the little Freshman with a glance
;
But, since I am not, alas ! I can not
Be a just, generous, and genial Junior.
I'm a Freshman, and I'm a '91.
I can only mutely worship, and send flowers.
IV.
I wish I were a stern, stately Senior, —
I would dazzle with my brilliance every eye
;
But, since I am not, alas ! I can not
%^^t''<^U>''\\ ^^ ^ stern, stately, sarcastic Senior.
Sll^'Ht^i\\k^W' I'"! a Freshman, and I'm a '91.
'
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'' QUESTTONINGSr
"You're old, honored Senior," the Freshman said,
" And your hair with your age has grown white ;
Yet you cut recitations by dozens and scores,
—
Do you think, at your age, it is right?"
II.
" When young," the grave Senior replied to the Fresh.,
" In the hope of improving my brain,
I went to each class ; now I know I have none,
I cut them again and again."
III.
" You're old, honored Senior," the Freshman said,
"And your dignity's wonderfully great;
But some of our friends do not think so at all,
—
Can you tell me the cause of their state ?
"
IV.
"You see," the grave Senior replied to the Fresh.,
" Conceptions of dignity vary
;
Others formulate theirs, while I formulate mine,
The result is a sort of vagary."
" When young, honored Senior," the Freshman said,
" I have heard you were pious and good ;
But I now see no signs of any such thing,—




" When young," the grave Senior replied to the Fresh.,
' 1 thought moral duties required
;
But I found they were really an elective course,
So I dropped them when I became tired."
VII.
"You're old, honored Senior," the Freshman said,
And I know all is right that you do;
Yet how is it that you are a rule to yourself,
Though the college still issues a few ?
"
VIII.
" This last you have asked is exceedingly tough,
The reason you'd not comprehend
;
I have answered three questions, and that is enough
;
You had better be gone, my young friend ! "
JASPIRED OA' THE NIGHT OF THE STANLEY LECTURE.
Drip, drip, drip, — the rain is pouring down !
Drip, drip, drip, — it is ruining my best gown !
No lap-robe, no roof, this vehicle bears
;
But our friend, Mr. Bailey, is taking in fares
;
We may die of a cold, and it's little he cares.
Drip, drip, drip, — the rain is pouring down !
A Senior once had laryngosis,*
And a Freshman friend sent her some roses
;
She murmured, " How nice ! "
Then gasped once or twice,
And fell into a state of hypnosis.
A GIRL, over-burdened with cares,
Sat up nights, then slept late unawares
;
When the breakfast bell rang.
She started, slam bang !
But she broke her neck, rushing down stairs.
• A disease brought on by elocution.
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TO CHARLES'S LANTERN.
Airy phantom, flitting sprite,
Will o' wisp, whose yellow light
Cheers the watches of the night
!
Oft thy bearer's muffled tread





She is so suspicious.
She makes one feel vicious,
And want to be bad, out of spite
;
Her quick, roving eye
Never passes one by,





n. Cause, desire for enough social life to la^t
until next vacation.
/'. EITect, total disintegration.
}. Preparation for
I. Examinations.
Immediate result, many students learn that there
are new things under the sun. The Juniors
i-tudy the Early Church.
II. Relations.
a. Somewhat vague between facts learned and
questions asked.
6. Close and confidential between members of
the Faculty and students.
C. Desperation.
I. Coasting Introduced.
Sing a song of sixpence, not a one care I
For all the white and yellow notes of the Faculty.
Sing a song of coasting, coasting down East Hill;
Not a coaster but whose heart feels a nervous thrill.
As all the bobs together tend in a social sort of way.









1. Bequest from Mrs. Walter Baker.
2. The Class of '91 make connection with their
honorary member.
3. We learn that the " Origin of Species " is
of age.
4- Miss H-l-n P-rc-e-, in "suit of solemn
black," discourseth of '•skulls and bones,




Gv^t rt^r,\\\\ o\ »Vi«n.«s and aui^i a.Tvd. <a.>-vrVj
Mdme. Hopetirk.
Her fingers flashed along the ivon- keys,
And drew thence weird and brilliant fantasies;
Or, moving slowly, seemed each note to seize,
And so caress it to soft melodies.
Mrs. Stanley.
To receive thee is a boon to us,— we wish
thee well.
Mr. Stanley.
From Afric's coral strand you come,
We hail from Waban's shores
;
Nor storm nor night shall keep us home
When the British lion roars.
The Japanese ^Vedding.
A GREAT success, truly, theii cerements
were somewhat tedious— but still a great
success.
To Phi Sigma.
'TwAS wise in you to choose a royal flower.
With rich, warm heart, and perfume subtly rare.
To Mrs. Humphrey Allen.
A GENEROIS gift, and one beyond compare,
From your kind thought has fallen to our share.
For what is greater
Than music, rest divine from care
And joy's creator?
To St. Valentine.
•' Oh, sweet saint of memories quaint,
How do you like the times?"
" I think they're slow; and long ago
Were used up all my rhymes.'
The Congress.
Each petticoated Congressman doth bring
The prwer to straighten every criss-cross thing;
One sadly speaks of days of long ago.
One sighs o'er little tombstones in a row;
They show how happy were our country's cause




" JDitlj a fcir strokes oj tijc pen, tbcy q>\vi us a character."
J/r EXPERIENCE WITH STILTS.
A PAGE FROM '91's JOURNAL.
I WAS walkino- along with several companions. The road was narrow,
and we were thus in single file, but still not so far from each other but that
talking was easy to and fro, and mutual aid was not impossible. So we
went companionably along, I in front of the others, when there rose up
before me, like a sudden apparition, a queer, wizened little figure : it was
flat and angular, and had the appearance of a botanical specimen which
has long been in press ; its little eyes peered sharply through spectacles of




there ! " it cried to me, " Come and be measured ! " " Who are you? " I
inquired. " I am a spirit," it replied, with solemnity ; " in fact, I am T/ie
Spirit of the Institution." Now, I was somewhat surprised at this; but,
having no large ghostly acquaintance, I thought best to hold my tongue,
and amicably allowed myself to be measured. Muttering unintelligibly to
itself, the figure peered at the scale, then at me, and consulted a small blue
book which it held in its hand. "Abominable ! " it said. '^ Dreadful !
Shocking ! Do you know how short you are ? '" "I have been busy," I
answered, apologetically : " I have not thought." " Shocking ! " it went on.
" Dreadful ! Abominable ! Vou ought to be two inches, 342 hundredths
taller ! And when you are above, too ! Abominable ! " "Above ? " said
I. "Aren't you ahead?" it inquired, snappishly ; and, as I admitted that
I had indeed started first, it continued, as if to itself,— "Ahead, therefore,
the head ; the head, therefore, on top ; on top, therefore, above. That's
logic ; but look at her ! Dreadful ! Where are your stilts ?
" " Stilts !
"
said I, feeling uncomfortable ; " I have never been in the habit of using
stilts." "Time you were ! " it said, and, bringing out a huge pair, insisted
on my mounting them.^They were somewhat old-looking, and one of them
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was spliced near the bottom, as if it had given way under the last user; and.
as it turned them over, I thought I caught sight of the letters "S. D." cut
on them. 1 was reluctant to mount them at first; but the strange being
insisted so strenuously that I consented. I thought, too, it would be rather
pleasant to be looked up to. After some awkward attempts, and a little
private practice, I was able to manage the stilts sufficiently to go on with
my journey, although I was obliged to concentrate my energies more upon
myself than I had hitherto found time to do ; and, though I did not find
them so much of an addition to my comfort or grace as I had been led to
e.xpect, I solaced myself with the thought that at least I was several feet
taller than I had been before, or than I could ever hope to be again.
II.
While I was thus reflecting, my companions were coming up behind me.
" Hello !" said Two, " what are you doing up there ? " Now, I did not think
this remark showed proper respect ; so I answered, as frigidly as I could,
that I was doing my duty ; that, in short, I was being above her. " Oh ! "
said she. We continued silently on our way. Meantime, Three and Four were
whispering together. I hoped they were impressed ; but I could not be cer-
tain, because I had noticed that they were apt to be susceptible only in cer-
tain directions. I shouted down general admonitions to them ; but they
seemed to find it so hard to crane up their necks to look at me, that they
soon gave over the attempt, and fell to talking among themselves.
Two bade Three and Four keep their distances, and furtively eyed the
make of my stilts. I was not unwilling she should have a pair suitably
shorter than my own. She said perhaps she would ; but she considered her-
self already taller than I. She was apt to have strange fancies, however.
Three was expatiating to Four on the advantages of being "odd." Four said
it was much better to be "even," and thought herself quite as far along as
Three. Three asked her why she did not stay where she was, then ; and
Four took refuge in pitying Five because she could not keep up with her.
On the whole, I did not find my stilts so desirable as I thought, and they
were very unwieldy. I had a sensation that the stilts were carrying me, and
not I the stilts. It took all my efforts to keep my balance, so that I missed
much along the road. Then one of them gave a sudden lurch, and threw
me forward. I got down just in time, for it seemed to be rotten, and likely
to break. Then I determined to let them be, and walk on my own feet. I
found it a great relief. Two came up, and we fell to talking about what was
in front of us, or along the road. Three whispered that it was much pleas-
anter to have me down with them. And so we all went on together. Only,
when I looked back, I thought I saw a dim figure, shaking its head like a
Chinese mandarin.
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3^l7rcc IMcn in i\}c Same 'Boat
{To sav nothvig of the Dog.)
When we started out from the station we were glad and we talked pretty,
for we had our best clothes on, and were going to see our brightest and most
particular Wellesley stars. We compared notes, and told all the nice little
things we'd said to them, and what they'd said, and what they probably thought
we'd said, when suddenly George stopped and asked us where we thought we
were — and we gave it up. The driver had told us to walk up that way—
said it was a short cut ; and so it was, cut off as short as they cut 'em, for
a pine wood rose before us. We were disturbed. George's language was
fluent and varied. Harris made one or two remarks here, which he seemed
to think applied to the driver ; and just then a small boy appeared, and I
asked him to tell us the way to the college. He said that if he were two
sign posts and a railway guide, he might; being only a small boy hampered
him. Then he turned us around and walked us sideways and backwards, and
said, " Now you just follow the road straight, and when it turns you turn
with it," and vanished. So we did just as he said, good as gold, and when
the road turned we wanted to turn with it, but— well, there may be roads
that are credits to their profession, self-respecting roads that don't think
they're crochet work, and twist themselves up into antimacassars, but this
road wasn't one of them. It looked as if it had gotten mad and kicked
itself, and then rolled over, and it rayed out in a way that might have given
points to fireworks.
We didn't stop to argue, we just plunged out ; and by-and-by we
clambered up a hill, and then Harris said, " Glory be ! Here's the college."
There it was — that is, we thought it was — and we walked along and looked
for the main entrance. I think we walked a mile along the ridge of that
hill, looking for a door, but it was no use, there wasn't any door, nothing
but windows. Then Harris got desperate, and he said things, awful things,
and he got a stick, and hammered on the window, and — " O-o-o — O-o ! "
came from within ; "Thieves, murder ! " But Harris raised his voice, and
shouted, " Ladies, will you be so kind as to tell us where the door is ? " But
they just went on screaming, and by-and-by a window above opened, and a
quavering voice said, "You hold the pistol, and I'll pull the trigger — O-o,
a man "— and an awful silence reigned. And George said, " Let's go."
And we went.
(The reason nothing is said of the dog is because there wasn't any dog.)





He is a dignified person of uncertain age, for he possesses a rose-colored
complexion which seems to withstand the flight of years. Many think he
has had a history, but the question is not decided. He is always calm,
even when his horses are going at a mad gallop, and the coach is full of
anxious women. He treats all the feminine world alike with frigid politeness
;
one cannot help wondering whether he ever suffered from blighted affection.
Still, it is difficult to connect him with sentiment. It is probable that he has
never suffered from any more serious wound than the flippant habit some
young women have of calling him by his Christian name. To gain his respect,
it is only necessary to call him " Mr. Dragon."
You have never seen him .'' That is no proof that you do not know him.
To hear him is to know him. He drives his plodding donkey and his milk-
cart early in the morning. We lazy creatures open our drowsy eyes to the
sound of singing, for Tim always heralds his approach by strains of music.
That voice of his reveals worlds of good-nature, but not much tune. When
one is only half awake, it is a serious problem to decide whether he is sing-
ing a hymn or an old ballad. But why mention the lack of a trifle like tune
in the presence of that priceless quality,— good-nature ?
I was told to write up Bailey,
But really I do not dare.
If I put him in the Legenda,
He'll charge high for being there !
One person in this revered establishment leads an enviable life. Some
day, when you are hurrying along the corridors, you will run into him.
Steal a glance at him, but do not stare, or he will return the compliment.
You will see an exceedingly swell gentleman. He wears a stiff hat, and
carries a cane. Very likely he has just been to town to the mxtinee. He
goes often ; but pray not to mention it, — he might be reported to the
Academic Council. He used to be an actor himself, and has appeared
before the foot-lights in high tragedy. Now his foot-light performances are
of a different nature. Like a masculine Hecate, torch in hand, he emerges
from his remote cavern in the region of silent time. Beware of him at this
hour, for thick darkness follows in his wake.
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One of the finest bits of ebony I have ever seen belongs primarily to
Domestic Hall. In his leisure moments he sits on the table and plays the
f^uitar. To rehearse his good points, his duties, or his powers, would be
worse than writing a thesis. He is the Lord High Steward of the realm.
It is well to have him for a friend. If there is any neat little stratagem or
cunning intrigue to be carried through, he is the man to help. He can be
all eyes and ears, or blind as a bat and deaf as a stone ; he can assume the
air of injured innocence, or of subtle craftiness ; he can be volubly com-
municative, or sublimely evasive. In short, he is a veritable Old Man of
the Sea,— hard to get hold of, with shapes innumerable, and rich in Machi-
avelian wisdom.
It was a big hall like an Oriental court. In the centre were tall palms,
and the fa9ade of galleries above was supported by marble pillars. Beside
one of the pillars was a little table, covered with flowers. Sunny and
snowy chrysanthemums were there, and fragrant violets. Beside the
little table sat a woman. Presently the deep tones of a bell resounded
through the quiet halls ; the immense building became full of life ; girls
thronged in a never ending stream. The flower woman was surrounded
by eager customers ; the blossoms disappeared, but a small heap of silver
coin took their place. Some of the buyers were serious and perplexed,
others had a strangely conscious look. One girl bought a bunch of violets,
and hurried away with a crimson face, just because some one asked her,
" Does she like violets .'' " The yellow chrysanthemums were almost gone,
when two customers at once called for them. Both were embarrassed.
"You take them," said one. "No,— you," replied the other. The
question was difficult to decide, but at last the first said, " You take them,
for I sent her some last week, and you haven't sent her any for two weeks."
So that mysterious she was to have these flowers, too. Who could she have
been ?— an eager botanist, or an artistic sister, or a tired mother, or possi-
bly some helpless invalid, tied down to a dreary hospital. We can only
guess.
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Allison, William B., Towa
Bates, William, Tenn.
Carlisle, John G., Ky.
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Hawley, Joseph R., Conn.
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Vest, George G., Mo.
WoLCOTT, Edward O., Col.
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One of the Senators (/« response to a complimentary remark in her appearance').—
Everybody says I make a handsome man, but Ihey never say I make a handsome girl.
The Oblkung I'kesident.— Take the wig off now and I will say it. I could say
anything to-night.
AT THE PHOTOGRAPHERS.
The President of the Senate (^giving advice as to Senators' expression).— Senator
Ingalls must look smug.
The Senator FROM Virginia (to the .Sergeant-at-Arms).~"Yow feci /// to-day,












































Scene I.— Reign of terror of the usurper Sylvanus — '91 cowering—
Chorus of imps, " Sylvanus has the floor."
Scene II.— Robin Hood's camp— Arrival of fugitive from '9 1 — Appeal
for help— " What shall we do, my men } " — " Kill him ! " — " Down with
the tyrant!"
ACT II.
The tables turned— Sylvanus in chains— Trial by Robin Hood—
Haughty defense of Sylvanus— Attack and testimony by '91 — Appeal of
Sylvanus for compassion — Sentence to death by his own instruments of
torture— Electrocution— Rush on the body— Return shock — Robin
Hood orders body to be insulated and carried to grave — Six trusty men of
'91 bear off Sylvanus.
ACT III.
At the grave— Electricity in the air — Funeral address— Sylvanus
makes earth connections— Mauling of body by '91 — Chorus of imps,
"Death to Old Sylvanus"— The grave hurriedly filled — Note-books for










Lark: up wiih the sun





Magpie : a great chatterer
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faculty Hotc to a Disconsolate junior.
My Dear , —
Bear your trials patiently, and the next time you will have some worse
ones sent you. Do your duty, dear, and see if you aren't punished for it.
I wish I could come down, but how should I dare, since you want to " hit
anybody who wishes to be good " ? You know me well enough to see that
that means danger for me. I am sorry, for I should so like to reason with
you and tell you how to attain to the state of sweet content that I have
reached. Are you going to be well to-morrow .'' If not, I may appear.
Lovingly,
P. S. — This is not good to read on Sunday or on the Day of Prayer.
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(Dur i3iillcttn Ixxirb.
Lost {wc /car Jina/h'). — The lives of the kind friends who asked us
last February if the Legrnda work was almost finished !
Lost ! — The point of a joke ! A large reward offered to finder.—
S-R-H H-CK-NL—P-R.
Lost ! — An ideal. Will finder leave in office or pin to Bulletin Board 'i
— College Student.
Lost ! ! ! — A girl's heart, - somewhat frayed by constant use. No re-
ward is offered, as the property is useful to the owner only.
A matriculation book lost ! The owner's name will be found within.
Lost ! — By a junior, interest in life.
Found.— T. K.'s Pegasus, somewhat damaged, but still on the wing!
Found ! — A lofty purpose, between Simpson and the College
;
it bears
the initials E. R. K.
Wanted to buy.— The repose which stamps the caste of Vere de Vere.
{Signed) A girl who has to write up a note-book, copy an essay, and
attend two committee meetings, in one period.
WANTED ! !
A few good Chapel excuses. — Earnest Student.
A key to the jokes of the 'go Legenda. — Its Readers.
A quorum — money no object ! — President of '93.
A change. — L s- S-xt-n.
FOR SALE !
An enthusiasm. — C-r-l-n- R-nd-lph.
A crew suit, — cheap. — Crew of '91.
A few slang phrases— warranted not to wear out. Inquire at Miss
M 's table, Freeman.
The Woodman. This article of vertu will be sold at a sacrifice to the
first bidder. — College.
A small share of self-approval ; if a larger amount is required, we can
supply demand. — '94.
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j^opefuf 3>^^^<^^^^^^^ ^f Optogte00*
I. IN COLLEGE.
A. General Weather Buf.letin.
i rains.
Fair weatlier, followed l)y winds and heavy-/ rcij^ns.
( reins.
/^. Specific Storms of 1891.
1. J^or Faculty.
Admission to the honored circle free to others as well as
church members.
2. For the College.
Endowment of a Chair of Comparative Philology.
3. For all Students.
Attendance at Chapel Sunday evening and Mi^nday
morning made voluntary. Modification of domestic
work.
4. For Seniors.
Privilege uf leaving college, for a longer or shorter time,
without permission. Opening of a course in Domes-
tic Economy.
II. OUTSIDE COLLEGE.
A. General Weather Bulletin.
Sudden thunder showers, followed by clearing winds and
cooler temperature.
B. Specific Storms of 189 i.
1. For Faculty.
Marriage of Miss M. E. B. Roberts, former Instructor in
History.
2. For Seniors.
Marriage of Miss M.vtie 13. Reed. Marriage of Miss
Cornelia R. Adams.
AiAi^ejf.
Dticxd \<aO^ fly io fttzcJ fpo j /,
Cj)^ pap^f'j srT^^^q^^lQl^cj our (aJaKk
*BuT do not let us quarrel any more.
No, cruel month of March, bear with me for once;
You have so many charms, love, 'tis hard to write
them down,
But I will do my best for Legenda, never fear.
The Freshmen had elections— yes, I know —
Somehow your days seemed always meet for strife.
Don't you remember how we felt on fire,
When Richard Moulton lectured to us on Macbeth?
You tried to tone us down?— Yes, dear, you did, —
With theses, essays, topics,— you meant well;
But oh, how we were harried toward the end.
With all the irksome weight of petty cares
!
No matter ! Let's forget, and turn to happier things.
The cosmorama pleased us, but it took our gold
;
So did the heathen play,— ah, 'tis a sordid world
!
Phi Sigma and the Shakespeare gave our brains
Some cheering bits of knowledge,— may they stay!
For now there's little we can call our own.
Save that cold truth, " This is a weary world! "
We're sweeping toward the void vacation-time.
And vesper chimes are ringing ouc farewell.
We shall come back here some time, I suppose;








College President (7'^ F.ditor-iu-Chief of 'gi Lecenda). — The sole stii)u!atii)n I
would make in reference to your issue of the Legenda, is that yotii- jokes he really fitniiv*
[N. I?.— It is supposed our President had not studied '90's Legenda.]
'91. — " Fortune and Victory sit on thy helm,"
'91's President.— "She sits high in all people's hearts."
Spirit of the Institution.— "For neither didst thou choose thine
own time to come into the world, but when the universe had need of thee."
Class Majority. — "Which is the side that I must go withal, I am
with both."
S-XT-N, '91. — "I was not born under a rhyming planet."
" Scraps from other trenchers
Twice or thrice translated."— Stew.
"And when she chose to sport and play,
No dolphin ever was so gay
Upon a tropic sea."
—
P-rk-r, '91.
A Member of the Faculty.— "I can sing psalms, or anything."
{Tut! Tut!)
M-s-N, Sp.— "Something quite out of the common."
"For daring nonsense seldom fails to hit,
Like scattered shot, and pass with some for wit."— P-rr-n, '91.
" To die and part
Is a less evil ; but to part and live, —
There, there's the torment." — G. Sm-th, '92.
Legenda Board. — " Hear ye not the hum of mighty workings .? "
" For whereso'er I looked the while
Was nature's everlasting smile."— Wh-t-ng.
* A fad.
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Gl—s-N, '91.— "The rain comes when the wind calls."
Pr-f. H-ll,— " See what a pride they take in their profession. Ain't
it beautiful ?
"
"The dew of justice, which did seldom fall,
And when it dropped, the drops were very small."
Bailey Express.
p_ix-N, '94.— " Wilful against wise for a wager."
K-LL-GG, '93. — " See how the mass lies passive to my hand ! "
H-CK-NL—P-R, '94.— "Jokes of all kinds, ready cut and dried."
Sp—LD-NG, '91. — "Thou wilt not utter what thou dost not know ! "
St-v-ns, '91.— " For conversation is a serious business."
" The rattling tongue
Of saucy and audacious eloquence."— H-lbr—k, '92.
" Let them be kept from paper, pen, and ink,
So may they cease to write and learn to think."
Contributors to the " Ripples."
B_LDW-N, '91. — " She has a unique affliction— she is called a sensible
girl."
Sh-rvv- -d.— " What a dear, sweet, good little girl Sarah Walker is ! "
Simpson Club. — " Chew the cud of politics."
Philosophy Class.— " Expressing themselves beyond expression."
C. N-WM-N, 93.— " She strikes the floor to jollily rebound."
M-TH-RSH--D, '91. — " Careful and troubled about many things."
" And to your quick-conceiving discontents
I'll write you matter deep and dangerous," — M
—
d-r, '91.
D-DG-, '92. — "That same face of yours looks like the title-page of a
volume of roguery."
Rr__ks, '91.— " The bed has become a place of luxury to me. I would
not exchange it for all the thrones in the world."
C-R-Y, '90.— " How pretty her blushing was, and how she blushed
again."
Br-sh, '93. — " I'm pining for some one to love me."
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Gk-n-ll, '93. — "A most acute juvenile, voluble and full of grace."
" Your room's an inconvenient size,
It's neither snug nor spacious."*— The Chapel.
" There was a young person named K-L-,
And of sentiment she had a pile
;
She wrote quite too much
Of ' heart strings ' and such
;
It wearies one after awhile."
"Charles."— "Oh, had I but followed the arts!"
Wood Bell.— "Wan, wordy, crazy, dinsome thing."
C-M-N. — "Thou art all ice— thy kindness freezes."
S. T-VL-R, '91. — " Wild with sport — half child, half woman."
" And yet so grand were her replies,
I could not choose but deem her wise."
D. -M-RS-N, '92.
Ch-p-n. — " She's calm and— what's that word again — critical ? No,
classical, that's it — she's calm and classical."
H-LM-R, Sp. {/ro7fi Chicago). — "There's language in her eye, her
cheek, her lip — nay, her foot speaks."
"When once the young heart of a maiden is stolen,
The maiden herself will steal after it soon."
D-LL-NGH-M, '93.
" And then God knows what mischief may arise.
When love links two young people in one fetter."
Fr-st, '91.
C-RR—R.— " If she trains the young girls whom she has about her to
be like herself, Heaven knows her life will be well employed !
"
Cr-wf-rd, '91.— " Young girls have such spirits."
K—TH, '93. — "A most engaging little creature, a most winning little
voice."
Fr-d-y, '94. — " The child was a child, and 'tis to be wished more of
'em was."
* This is too true to be funny.
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All Men.— "Love has a tide."
Scholarly Atmosphere.— "Cured yesterday of my disease, I died
last night of my physician."
-RN-LD, '91. — " Bosom up my counsel ; you'll iind it wholesome."
" By candle-light at twelve o'clock
To us it mattered not a tittle.
If those bright lips had quoted Locke,
We might have thought they murmuretl Little."
J-CKS-N, '91, AND W-LK-NS-N, '92.
" She talked of potatoes or prayerS,
Of Salvi's prose or Wordsworth's sonnets
;
Of danglers^ or of dancing bears ;
Of Bible, or the last new bonnets."— R--r), '91.
W'-RDw-LL, '91.— "And though she be but little, she is fierce."
Backwoodsman. — " Remove him, —peacefully, if possible ; gunpow-
der and lead, if necessary."
" Her very foot hath music in't.
As she comes up the stairs."— D-nn-s-n.
"There was silence deep as death,
And the boldest held his breath,
For a time." — Silent Time.
\V__LF-LK, '91.— " You wrong me ; I do not go in for anything."
Ch-ndl-r.— "There was a general air of mathematics about her, cal-
culated to alarm."
Class Photographer. — "-There is no more faith in thee than in a
stewed prune."
F-ss, '94.— "As beautiful as young, and soft as beautiful."
Cl-m-nt, '91. — " I am Sir Oracle, and when I ope my lips let no dog
bark."
L-NC-, '92. — " Correct old Time and regulate the sun."
G. J-cKS-N, '91.— " 'Tis death to me to be at enmity."
Dewey. — " He omits the most valuable of all the senses, — common
sense."
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B-TT, '91.— "Oh, yes ! She does it up on curl-papers every night."
" Yet what are all such gaieties to me,
Whose thoughts are full of 'indices and surds ' ?"— S-K-s, '91.
" Though sea and earth
May smile in mirth,
Yet earth and sea'
Smile not like thee."— St-w-rt, '91.
Elevator Giri,.— "She had a truly porcelain understanding."
" Lose not time to contradict her.
Nor endeavor to convict her."— H-rd.
G—D—LL.— " Silence is become her mother tongue."
H-ND, '92.— " You look serious, — pray correct that error."
Str—GHT, '92. — "I ought to have my own way in everything, and,
what is more, I will."
" Gold ! gold ! gold ! gold !
Bright and yellow, hard and cold 1 "
Needs of the College.
R-B-RTS AND Gr—NM-N.— " Juno's swans,— coupled and inseparable."
" Oh, I would like to ken
The reason of the cause, and the wherefore of the why."
P-lm-r, '91.
" Upon the heat and flame of thy distemper,
Sprinkle cool patience." v-ry, '91.
" Still from each fact, like a tooth,
She wrenched some slow, reluctant truth." — M-rg—n.
Ch-mr-rs, '92.— " The talk was all her own."
R-DF--LD, '91.— ? ? ? ? ? ?
" When late I attempted your pity to move,
Why seemed you so deaf to my prayers ?
Perhaps it was right to dissemble your love,
But why did you kick me down stairs ?
"
Academic Council.
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Br-ck-it, '90. — " Don't I read up various matters to talk about at this
table ?
"
H-z-RD, '93.— " Whose heartstrings are a lute."
" She wrote a charming hand, and oh,
How sweetly all her notes were folded."
M. T-YI.-R, '91.
" Abstract qualities begin with capitals ahvay
;
The True, the Good, the Beautiful,
Those are the things that pay."— B-rn—s, '91.
F—L-»Y, '93.— " She goes about and sits on folk."
Shakespeare Society.— " Oh, there be players ! ! ! "
'' I said it in Hebrew, I said it in Dutch,
I said it in German and Greek
;
But I wholly forgot (and it vexes me much)
That English is what you speak."— H—nn—m, '91.
" The method employed 1 would gladly explain,
If I had but the time, and you had but the brain."
W—bst-r.
L-RD.— "The lady doth protest too much, methinks."
" They came to me," the Senior said
;
"Wow, they were flimsy things."— '91 Privileges.
" She kept a-pokin' fun like sin,
And then a-rubbin' of it in."— St—MS—n, '92.
" She hath a lean and hungry look
;
She thinks too much." m—Rs—N, '92.
W—ST, '91.— " Nature disclaims thee, — a tailor made thee."
" My mother bids me spend my smiles
On all who come and call me fair."— W— -df—rd, '91.
-ND-Rw—T), '92. — "I have a sudden thought, — let us swear an eternal
friendship."
" Farewell, then, verse and lore and every toy.
The rhyme and rattle of the maid and boy.'"— F—go, '93.
C—LL-NS, '93. — " Call me Catharine ! "
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K. Gr—N, '93. — "She'll outstare the lightning."
Dancing at Prom. — "If ever I did dream of such a matter, abhor
me !
"
"Wit's an unruly engine, wildly striking.
Sometimes a friend, sometimes the engineer."
G. Sp-ld-ng, '92.
" She looked a lecture,—
Each eye a sermon, and her brow a homily."
H-Z-LT-N-, '91.
Thinking Cap.— "A hat not much the worse for wear."
Senior Class. — " Go not freely nor indiscriminately to recitations."
— Epictetus.
" Because your little tiny nose
Turns up so pert and funny." -ng-ll, '94,
Kn-x.— '"I once had a sweet little doll, dears."
F. W-i.K-NS-N, '92.— "Some literary swell."
" They tell me you've many who flatter,
Because of your wit and your song
;
They tell me— and what does it matter t—
You like to be sought by the throng."— Fr-st, '92.
" And she was flatter'd, worshipp'd, bored
;
Her steps were watch'd, her dress was noted
;
Her poodle dog was quite adored,
Her sayings were extremely quoted." — Sc-dd-r.
College Friendships.— "Te'ma con variazioni."
"Whose manners will not let her 'larum cease,
Who thinks you are unhappy when at peace." — C
—
k, '92.
Wood Cottage.— "A loose and strong defier of all order."
" She trembled when a man drew near
;
Salute lier, and she turned her ear."— Br-w^n, '92.
H-DGK-NS. — "She has a pretty light wit, too,— and she knows it."
I)r-ss-r, '90. — " Forever burns her thirst for gold."
T-TTL-, 95.— " For action too refined."
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M-Rss, '91.— " Eh, what was that ? "
S-BL-Y, '91.— "A kindly smile to all she lent."
Wr-nn, '91.— "'Twas a strange riddle of a lady."
" Calm, serene, and practical,
Yet tragic, too, withal."— B--L-Y, '91.
" She was but as the cuckoo is in fune,
—
Heard, but not regarded."
Spr-g--, '91,— "Wanting one sweet weakness, — to forgive."
McC--LL-Y, '92.— " I like it— ah, but here's a flaw ! "
Wrllesley.— " Man seems the only growth that dwindles here."
" He will come to her in orange stockings,
And 'tis a color she abhors."
—
Eth-l J-n-s, '93.
C--L-Y.— "Her conscience was full of harmless little matters, like her
pocket or her work-bag."
Mrs, R-ns-m.— " Speak gently ! 'tis a little thing."
Dr. Sp--km-n.— "When I was sick you gave me bitter pills."
'91 Tree.— " My growth is wo\. your business, sir."
" But thinks, admitted to that equal sky.
Her faithful dog shall bear her company," — K-nd-ll.
after wg t^e ©elMere.
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s-l'-s uiee \o our Syeeessorg.
E'ER tell a man who has advertised
You've " never heard of him "
;
If you do, your Business Managers
Will get refusals grim.
Read well the ads., and every firm
Be sure to patronize
;
And never go into those stores
Which would not advertise.
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Also, for polite correspondence, I carry the Irish Linen, Crane's Papers,
The Boston Linen, IJoston Bond, Boston (.^^^'^I'ill'-' ^»''
Bunker Hill, by the quire, pound or ream,
with envelopes to match.
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182 Columbus Ave., Boston.



















Cut Flowers and Planls of the choicest varieties
constantly on hand. Roses, Carnations, Lilies of
the Valley, Violets, English Primroses in their
season. Bulbs in variety.
Floral Designs for all occasions arranged at
short notice. Orders by mail or otherwise promptly
executed. Flowers carefully packed and forwarded
to all parts of the United States and Canada. Flowers
delivered to the College at all times, free of expense.

















The Great Hoosac Tunnel a Growing Attraction to Travellers.
("irand scenery is always an attraction in railroad travel. Peojile travelling from east to
west, the question of route conies in, and one of the first things considered is, w hich line
affords the best scenery. A little reflection will convince any one that it is the celebrated
Iloosac Tunnel Route, which is the Short Line from Boston to Detroit, Cleveland, Cincinnati,
Chicago, St. Louis, and all points west.
No other line affords a tunnel ride, and to the traveller there can be nothing of more
interest than the ride through this great tunnel, four and three quarters miles long, illuminated
in such a manner as to permit a view of the interior of this wonderful cavern, extending
through a mountain thousands of feet liigh.
This great tunnel is ventilated by means of immense shafts running directly to the sur-
face. On the east side is the beautiful Deerfield valley. It is the most charming landscape
in all New England, and passengers are always delighted with it.
The Hoosac Tunnel Route is one of the best managed in the country. Its passenger
service is complete. Large and elegant buffet and parlor sleeping-cars are run through from
lloston via Niagara Falls, and over the Erie via Troy and ISinghamton to Chicago and
St. Louis. The passenger interests of the road are looked after by a competent corps of






FOR FURTHER PARTICULARS, APPLY AT THE FiTCHBURG RAILROAD TICKET
OFFICE, 250 WASHINGTON ST., BOSTON, MASS.
ROBERT BURLEN,
Book n^^^ Pamphlet Binder
AN'D
PAPER RULER,
50 Arch St. »-*' 197 Devonshire St.
BOSTOl^.
Special Attention paid to Binding of Large Illustrated Works, Photographs,
Engravings, Etc. Old Books Rebound and Folios of
Every Description Made to Order.
PASSENGER ELEVATOR AT 197 DEVONSHIRE ST. FREIGHT ELEVATOR AT 56 ARCH ST,
WeLlesley legenda.
ESTABLISHED 1784.
LADIES SHOULD ASK FOI^
p^arbour'5 \v\s\\ I^inen T*]^eab
FOR LACE MAKING, KNITTING, CROCHETING. EMBROIDERY AND
FANCY NEEDLEWORK, IF THEY DESIRE TO SECURE
THE BEST RESULTS.
ASK FOR BARBOUR'S.
INSIST UPON HAVING IT.
FOR SALE EVERYWHERE.
^l^e p^arbour p^rotl^ers (^ompQiig
NEW YORK, BOSTON, CHICAGO, ST. LOUIS,
PHILADELPHIA, SAN FRANCISCO.
Address any of our offices, and inclose 10 cents in stamps for the new
work to bo
published in April.
BARBOUR'S PRIZE NEEDLEWORK, SERIES No. i, ILLUSTRATED
WELLESLEY LEGKNDA.
GIRLS!




.• :• . Is t^e brigtitest Illustrated Weekly in Ne\^) England?
Every issue contains matter of interest to Wellesley students. Its society
news is the latest and best. The character of the paper is pure and healthy
;
you will not find anything objectionable in its coknnns.
WE WANT AN AGENT AND CORRESPONDENT IN WELLESLEY, AND
WILL MAKE A LIBERAL OFFER TO THE RIOIIT PARTY.
$2.00 per Year, Postage Free. Send for Sample Copies.
Address The Bostonian, 2 Park Square, Boston, Mass.
Adams Express Company.
NEW ENGLAND DEPARTMENT.
Forwarders to all parts of the United States,
Special attention paid to business between Wellesley and Boston.
All orders intrusted to our care will receive prompt and faithful attention.
Rates as low as by any responsible company, and will be furnished by the
Agent at Wellesley, or by Edward Sands, Route Agent, Boston.
Office at KARB'S SHOE STORE.
WM. KARB, Agent.
VVA.L13() AUAIVlS, N4unager,





Giving Directions for Crocheting




c)11'/// />(• uiai/cd to any address
ON RECEIPT OF fl TWO -CENT STAMP.
WELLESLEY LEGENDA.
pERj). p_ p RE/^C-ti ^ QO^ (^mriit^







They are wel l worth the careful consider-
ntion of those who may decide to present to
relative or friend a seasonable and sensible
Manufactured from the best of matpiial
throughout, and fashioned in accordance
with the prevailing styles and fashions of
the day, they are indistinguishable from the
best of fair-day apparel. Our All -Wool
Garments are warm and comfortable in the
severestof eold and wet weat her. A choice
selection now ready Jor_ inspection. No






513 Trenioiit Street, Boston. Mass,
TELEIPKOnSTE 134.
WELLESLEY LEGENDA.








e. p. Houey i ^o.
H.WK A LARGE ASSORTMENT OK
SUITABLE 1-OR
-^JNSpring and NSamDier Wearl^
LADIES' UNDERGARMENTS MADE TO ORDER.
33 BUMMER STREET and 42 AYDN STREET,
BOSTON.
Patient in dentist's chair opens her mouth.
Dentist.— " Ah ! from Wellesley ?
"
She decides her teeth must have Greek roots.
SIhtpaehiVG aQd • )|)Glpfa
IIKLI'S IN TKACHllVd nKADIN(J. By Martha S. Hus-
sEv, teacher ot reading in the Girls' Latin Nchool, Boston.
I'.'mo, 75 centrf. A scries of lessons under the following
heaOs: I'hysical Culture as applied to chest development,
erect carriafie of body and deep brealhinj;. Key- words,
r.cture-makinf:. Contrasts. Inflection. Articnlalion, Em-
phasis, Rate ot .Movement. Pitch, Quality of \'oice, Korce,
and Transition. "Miss Uussey works from the thousiht
and spirit of the author outward to their appropriate cx-
piession, and so produces in her pupils natural and appre-
ciative reading, as distinsuished from conventional and
<leclamatotv c'ocution."—John 1 etlow, principal Oirls'
IliKh and Latin Schools.
«JO KI(;ilT OX, (iim.S By Anmk II Rydkic. author of
•• Hold Up Your Heads, (iirls." 12ino, II (»> The devel-
opnuul of hodv. mind, and character is the aim o( .Miss
Ryder's book, "which is pleaded for in a i-erics of twelve
bright, breezy, inspiring personal talks — a girl to girls.
TllK KI1)A1,(J<»S OF CA8A M0URI8CA. By Jui.iu DiNiz.
Trunslaleil by UOXA.VA L. Oailvkv ]2ino. »I..50. An
admiiab e story of modern life in I'l.rtugal, showing the
customs ond characteiislics ot the people, and the great
change going on in ideas and modes of living.
ANNK KKAltSTKKKT AND IIKK TIJIK. By IIkLkn
Cami'bkll. iL'mo, $1.5(1. A charming biographical study
of America's earliest woman writer and lefornier. the
ancestor of such men as Oliver Wendell Holmes. \\ endell
Phillips, the Danas. the Chonnings. etc. " I wish every
voung'-'irl jusi entering on womanhood might read this
book, for it' is the record of a noble, self-respecting, hon-
orable li'e." — l.oriSK CMANIIIEK MOI'LTON.
THK XKH SK.MOIt AT ANKOVEU. By 1Ikicbi;ht I).
Warm. Illustrated, llimo, *l.oi) Real American board-
ing-school life, by a real American boarding-school boy.
Andover, its famous historic places, its professors, lis
students and their experiences, humorous, pathetic, in-
tense •• No undergraduate or alumnus of an .American
college can find a dull page in it."— Portland Pran-
scRirT.
\ NKH UKPAIITPHK FOK «ilKI,S. By Mari^arkt Sil.-
SEV. I'.'mo, cloth, 7.-, cents. The pluck and ingenuity
of the brave heroines of the stoiy will furnirli encourage
ment to couniles* other struggling and ambitious girls.
•• Every young girl, whether obliged to support herscll
or not, should read this book. It opens up a new field
for women." — TiiAN.scRiPT.
For sale at the Bookstores, or sent, post-paid, by tlie Publishers, on receipt of the price.
Catalogue ui- 2,000 Choice Books Free.
WELLESLEY LEGENDA.
New j^ngland ^Ureau of Education.
ESPECIAl-L^ TO THK STIUENTS AND GRADUATES OF
AVKLLESI^EY COLLEGE.
If any reader of the Welleslev Legenda should engage to leacli, five days in a week, and forty
weeks in a year, at Ji/ly dollars per day, she would have to teach an hundred years to earn tlic aggre
gate of salaries which have been —— —
— secured to its members by the
AN ARITHMETICAL
[
YmvzKixoti, durhij; the admin-
EXAMPLE SOLVED. 'I'hese thousands of teachers have
n every State and Territory,
New England Bureau of
islratioK of its present manager.
been placed by us in positions
and abroad. Nmv is tlie time to register for autumn vacancies. No charge to school officers for
services rendered. Forms and Circulars sent free. Address
HIRAM ORCUTT, Manager,
3 SOMERSET STREET ----- BOSTON.
O^obate, 3{atoNege5, D^amerets, Etc.
HEADQUARTERS FOR THE AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHER.
INSTRUCTION GIVEN TO LADIES IN THE USE OF THE CAMERA.
Try our new Printing Paper. You can equal a professional. Simple to use and very effective.
All orders by mail or express to any part of the United States and Canada promptly attended to.
Special Oiscounts to "^ellesle^ ^^ubents.
A. F. BOARDMAN & CO.
54 BROMFIEI_D ST., BOSTON, MASS.
WELLESLEY LEGK-NDA.
The New Webster's Dictionary,
JUST PUBLISHED-ENTIRELY NEW.
Tho Authentic Webster's TTna-
britl};«*l I>ictionary, comprising
the issues of 18G4, '79, and '84,
still copyrighted, is now Thor-
oughly Revised and Knlarged,
under tho supervision of Noah
Porter, I>. D., LL,. IJ., of Yale
University, and asadistinguisli-
ing t itle, bears thename of Web-
ster's International Dictionary.
Editorial work on this revision
has been in active progress for
over Ten Years, not less than
One Hundred paid Editorial la-
borers having been engaged up-
on it, and not less tlian !#3()0,0U0
having been expended before
the first copy was printed.
Critical comparison with any





for the Family, theSchool.or the Library. GET THE BEST.
Sold |jy all I^oksellers. Illustrated Pamphlet mailed free.
Published by G. & C. AEEBRIAM & CO., Springfield, Mass., IJ. S. A.
FroM II, Un A. S.'ui/,/-, M. A., Prc>,i\ln.t of
IVellesley College.
" I use Webster's Dictionary more than any other,
and believe it to be the best."
From Rev. L. Clark Seelyc, D. D., President of
SiHiih College.
" Webster's International Dictionary is a work
which nlu^t prove inestimable to every one who
speaks or writes the English language."
From Rev. J. M. Taylor, D. D., President of
Vassar College.
" It is certainly far superior to any dictionary I
know for household use, and for the daily wants of
the student."
J
ashionable iSoots and (2)hoes
FOR YOUNG L_ADIBS.
WE OFFER A DISCOUNT TO ALL WELLESLEY COLLEGE STUDENTS.
Our stock is complete in all the leading and most desirable styles for
mm-%, YftgHTIIJK MIT) SYn]I]ftSIUn],
In Botti Ivleciliam and Klne Grades.
HENRV H. TUTTI-E 5^ COTV^PKNY,





No. 24 FRANKLIN STREET,
BOSTON.
PRINTERS OF THIS BOOK.
WELLESLEV LEGENDA.
Bostop, j^eu; Yorl^, (^t7iea($o, C^t?attaQOO($a av)d [ps f\r)<^e\es
TEACHERS' AGENCIES.
EVERETT 0. FISK & CO.
P R O P R I ETO RS,






20i So. Spring Street,
LOS ANGELES.
100-PAG^E AO^ENOY MATSTUAL FREE.








The Mason & Hamlin
improved method of String-
ing produces remarkable
refinement of tone and
phenomenal capacity to
stand in tune.
These Pianos are conse-
quently excellent for renting.
SOLD FOR CASH OK K.4SY
PAYBKNTM.
loo different styles of Or-
gans, ;?22 to ;Ji2oo.
Mason & Hamhn Organs
have received highest aw.<rds
at all great world's exhibi-
tions at which ihey have
been exhibited since 1S67.




Oiiau aud Piano Co.
HOSTON, >KH VOKK
.V>n CHKAGO.
MASON & HAMLIN HALL.






HEADQUARTERS FOR LADIES' OUTSIDE GARMENTS.
Young ladies of Wellesley College are cordially invited to inspect our
Stock of Cloaks. Twelve finely furnished connecting Cloak Parlors, sup-
pled with garments from the leading markets of the world, together with a
choice line of Our Own Celebrated Make. SPRINGER BROTHERS,
Importers, Manufacturers, Wholesale and Retail Dealers in LADIES'
AND MISSES' FASHIONABLE CLOAKS.
DISCOUNT TO STUDKNTS.
300 WASHINGTON STREET, CORNER BEDFORD . .




Will firid our stock of nqiscellaneous
and standard books tl^e rr\ost corri-
.
plete iri Boston, and our prices al-
vJays tlrie lowest. Prices or otl^er
. iriforrr\atiori cl^eerfully furinisl:\ed,
<s
THE ARCHWAY BOOKSTORE,
361 a^d 365 WASHINGTON STREET - - BOSTON.
Sophomore {looking over her valentines). — " No, I don't
believe Mary Blank sent me that one."
Freshman {who happetied to have sent it herself). — " Why ?"
Sophomore.— "Well— because I think Mary Blank writes
better poetry than that."
Beacon HillLinen. Forfashion-
able uses is the best paper made.
Commonwealth Linen. A me-
dium-priced but fine grade. PAPER
U.S. Treasury Bond. Toughest
papermade. Js^'eryfashionable.
Carter 's Type-Writing Papers.
"Best and cheapestin the market"
PAPER BY THE POUND. We guarantee our prices lowest in .\merica. .Sample
sheets of paper and envelopes from lo cents a pound and upward, with prices and number
of sheets to a pound, sent on receipt of 15 cents. These papers are the correct sizes
and finish for fashionable correspondence.
SPECIAIj offer. On orders of $10.00 and over, we will prepay freight charges to
nearest railroad station. Club your orders with friends, and take advantage of this.
Agents and dealers should correspond with us.
ENGRAVED VISITING CARDS. For $1.75 we send a copper plate, finely engraved,
with 50 cards. Estimates furnished for Wedding and Class-Day Invitations, Street Dies,
Crests and Stamping. Samples free on application. All the work is done on our premises.
We employ only the best workmen and use the finest cards. We guarantee satisfaction.
Handsome boxes of fine stationery, plain or illuminated, for 35 cents, 50 cents, 75 cents, $1.00
to $2.00 each, sure to give satisfaction.









18 Blue Hill Avenue,
ROXBURY.
Wellesley Studio open Monday and Tuesday, every week, from Oct. 1 to July 1.
"w. n. fj^:r'jo:rxidg-:e.
KIDDER, PEABODY & CO.,
IB, 1
>f> ©)Z
113 Devonshiire St., Boston, JVIass.,
New Yorl^ Office, 15 Wall St.,
Issue Mercantile and Travellers' Credits, available in all parts
of the world, through Messrs.





Buy and .sell Foreign Exchanges and Telegraphic Transfers on Europe, California
and the British Provinces. Stock and Bond Orders executed






Headquarters for the celebrated HODGMAN MACKIN-
TOSHES for Ladies and Gentlemen. The largest ana
finest assortment to be found in any store in New
England.
32 School Street, Boston.
H. O. NOYES - - - Manager.
TELEPHONE 717.
KENNEDY'S :>k. :ii-c ^Ic^(\ ^^{\ ^f\
Champion
^'i\ "^{K: ^{\ BISCUIT
HAVE YOU TRIED THEM?
WKLLESLEY LEGENDA.
J\rti$tic ^t\oto^rapt\y
(j'ov. IF. K. Russell, Ex-Govcruors, Mayors of Massa-
chusetts, Leading Dramatic Artists; Prince Arthur,
of Great Britain; Governors-General of Canaaa and
Ladies, icere posed, grouped and photographed hy Mr.





f^ercantile : fiisiirance : (Sonipany,
OF LONDON AND EDINBURGH.
United States Brancti, 34 William St., New York.
-<1NEW YORK BOARD OF MANAGEMENTS
SOLON HUMPHREYS, Esq., Chaikman.
(E. D. Morgan & Co.)
CHAS. H. COSTER, Esq. (Drexel, Morgan & Co.)
JACOB WENDELL, Esq. (Jacob Wendell & Co.)
H. W. BARNES, Esq.
DAVID DOWS, Jr., Esq. (David Dows, Jr., & Co.)
CHAS. EZRA WHITE, Esq.
Hon. WM. WALDORF ASTOR.
SAM. P. BLAGDEN




ROBT. H. WASS .... General Agent
WM. R. ECKER . . Assistant General Agent
. Secretary.
Boston jgrancl) Office ® ® 4<5 PjIIyB^I dTRCBT.
FRANCIS H. STEVENS Resident Secretary.
wellesle:y legenda
JREflSURES FOR /^^EflCHERS.
FOR SCHOOL MUSIC TEACHERS.
SONG MANUAL. Complete course in music reading. Kook i, 30 cents; per dozen, $3.00. Book 2
40 cents; per dozen, $4.20. Book 3, 40 cents; per dozen, $4.80.
UNITED VOICES. Song Collection, 50 cents ; $4.80 per dozen. All by L. O. Emerson.
FOR HIGH SCHOOLS.
SONG GREETING. By L. O. Emerson, 60 cents, $6.00 per dozen. A good book, with the best of music.
FOR PIANO TEACHERS AND THEIR PUPILS.
Easy Music.
Young Players' Popular Collection, SI pieces.. $1 00 I Popular Dance Music, 66 pieces $1 00
Young People's Classics, 52 pieces i 00 | Fairy Fingers, 36 pieces ' i 00
Medium Difficult.
Classical Pianist, 42 pieces $1 00 I Sabbath Dav Music, 38 piecer. $1 00
Piano Classics; Vol. I, 44 pieces 100 Classic 4-ha'nd Collection, 19 duets 100
Piano Classics, Vol. 2, 31 pieces i 00 I Operatic Piano Collection, 19 operas i 00
CHOIR LEADERS use large quantities of our Octavo Music. 7,000 different Sacred and Secular
Selections. Glees, Quartets, Anthems, etc., etc. Prices generally not more than
6 to 8 cents per copy, and a few dimes buy enough for a
society or choir. Send for lists.
OLIVER DITSON COMPANY, Boston.
ESTABLISHED 1851.
N.W.TURNER COMPANY
N. W. T. KNOTT, Proprietor,
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Seal Garments and Seal Capes
Of the very best Alaska Sealskin, in Newest Styles and Tasteful Finish.
All the popular I'lirs in the most stylish makes. ('an;ful attention j^iven to s])ecial orders.
( )ur maiuifacture is noted for unsurpassed excellence.
JOSEPH A. JACKSON,
di^ Wjvshington street, boston.
RECIPE FOR A NINETEENTH CENTURY MAN.
Equal parts of heredity and environment ; thicken well
with complexity
; season with scepticism ; cantankerous-
ness to taste ; ice well with stiff cheek.
G. LAMKIN & CO.
28 TREMONT ROW, BOSTON.
MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS IN
FINE BOOTS, SHOES flND SUPPERS.
One Profit Saved by Purchasing of the Manufacturers.
BOOTS AND SHOES MADE TO MEASURE.
WELLESLEY STUDENTS
ARE ENTITLED TO A DISCOUNT OF TEN PER CENT




Oil Water-Color, Gtioa, aim Tapestry Paliitliis.
MATERIALS FOR
CRAYON and CHARCOAL DRAWING.
(^an^e)ai^5 ^ru^^ei^^ Qa^ef^, Gtc.
ART STUDIES AND BOOKS OF INSTRUCT/ON.
MODELLING TOOLS.
DRAFTING INSTRUMENTS,
EITHER SINGLY OR IK SETS.
ypGrwiriGf <2Lr)<a j^luc jf^pocess If^apeps.
SCALES, TRIANGLES. CURVES and T-SQUHRES.
WPDSWOP, HOWLSP & CO.,
82 aipd 84 \5©ai>hiDgton (§tpeet, Boston, ^as^.
WELLESLEY LEGENDA.
DKEKA
Fine Stationery and Engraving House,
1121 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.







Steel Plate Work for Fraternities, Classes and
College Annuals.
All work is executed in the establishment under our personal supervision, and
only in the licst manner. Unequalled facilities and lon<; practical experience
enable us to produce the newest styles and most artistic effects, while our repu-
tation is a guarantee of the quality of the productions of this house.




PURITAN, PLYMOUTH, PILGRIM, PROVIDENCE.
PULLMAN VESTIBULE EXPRESS TRAINS leaves Park Square Station,
Old Colony Railroad, Boston, at 6 P. M. week days, 7 P. M. Sundays, connecting at
Fall River with Steamers due in New York at about 7.30 A. M.. Connection to
Brooklyn and Jersey City by Annex Boat.
AN ORCHESTRA on each Steamer throughout the year. Baggage checked
from hotel or residence to destination.
Tickets, Staterooms and Berths secured at the Line office. No. 3 OLD STATE
HOUSE, and at Park Square Station, Old Colony Railroad.
J. R. KENDRICK, L H. PALMER, GEO. L CONNOR,






-sUNION * TEACHERS' * AGENCY^
ESTABLISHED IN IB80.
aCHOOL officials wanting teachers for next fall have already begun to consult us in reference to their
needs. Wide-awake teachers who arc desirous of securing belter positions for next year will see the
wisdom of registering now, so we can have sufficient time to get well acquainted with tliem and
iheir wants. This agency has no connection with any other teachers' agency or bureau. Send stamp for
circular .ind application blank.
Mr. Harrington is a good square man, honorable in all his dealings. The teachers can trust him every
time. — If. .1. Moiury, Editor ofEducation, Boston,
Mr. H. M. Harrington has been known to me for several years. My acquaintance with him warrants me
in saying that he is qualified for the special work which his agency requires. His large acquaintance will
make him exceptionally useful to those desiring teachers, and teachers can be assured that he will be
prompt and active in their behalf. — Chas. D. Hine, Secretary State Board of Education of Connecticut.
H. M, HARRINGTON, Proprietor,
52 LAFAYETTE PLACE, NEW YORK.
SCENE I.— Lecture in chapel on required subject.
Prof. sinks into dreamy unconsciousness.
Observant Senior jots down points.
Prof. rouses herself, and Senior stops taking notes.
SCENE II, — Next day in recitation,
Ohsekvant Senior.— "Prof. , can you explain this stalenienl?" (^Reads notes
taken in lecture,')
Prof. {after a briefpause^.— " I do not believe I can. My mind works su dif-
ferently from the lecturer's that I fear I cannot do him justice."
ESTABLISHED 1873.
1873-1876, PAGE & BAILEY.
1876-1888, J. B. BAILEY.
1888-1890, W. M. LOWNEY.
Feb.. 1890, J. B. BAILEY.
43 West StrsEt, BQStnn, Mass.
WELLESLEY LEGENDA.
YOUNG LADIES
ARE UNSURPASSED IN STYLE OR QUALITY,
ARE VERY REASONABLE IN PRICE.
THAYER, McNeil & Hodgkins,
47 Temple Place,
DISCOUNT TO STUDENTS. BOSTOIN".
ONE beauty of a Piano should be its price, but the price should notbe its one beauty.
Suppose you look at it in this way. It is a fact that many of the
manufacturers whose names are familiar from extensive advertising are now
building their instruments
the one idea of low cost.
Pianos are offered for sale,
their greatest beauty.
them into prominence,
which will sell them
excellence. They put
of cheaper materials with
They mean that when their
the price of them shall be
They have advertised
and now it is the price
rather than superior
price first.
The Briggs Piano is built on the opposite plan. Price is the secondar}-
consideration. Quality is the one end and aim, and only the highest cost
materials and finest skilled labor are employed in its construction.
C C. BRIOGS St CO.
Grand, Upright and Square Pianos,
11 APPLETON ST., BOSTON, MASS.
SEND FOR IL-UUSTRATED PAMPHUET.
WELLESLEY LEGENDA.
ORAL SURGEON AND DENTIST
—
::^
10 Exeter St, cor. Marlborough, Boston, Mass.
DISCOVERER OF DORSENIA, WHICH IS USED FOR THE PAINLESS EXTRACTION
AND FILLING OF SENSITIVE TEETH.
- - E. T. ©owisi^Ey ©o.
RICH AND PURK
Fruit Preserves, Jellies and Jams.
CANNKD QOODS.
OUyES, SALAD OILS, LIMES. PICKLES, KETCHUPS, SAUCES.
COWDREY'S DEVILED HAM, a most delicate preparation
COWDREY'S SOUPS, delicious, appetizing, nourishing.
MaptiD fc. feall ^ ©0.
WHOLESALE QROCERS
13 and 1^ Sooth Market Street, 33 aod 34 Chatham Street, Bostoo.




Have you seen the latest invention in Toilet Ware sold by Messrs. Ap.ram
French Company, Boston? If you are furnishing, go ; if you are refurnishing,
go; but if neither, keep away, for you will never be content to pour water out








A novel and ornamental arrangement of water container for toilet purposes, entirely supersedmg the toilet jug.
... No muscular effort required. The water flows copiously into the basin by simply pulling forward a
. . . handle. No lifting of a heavy jug— a boon to ladies. The container has a definite position behind
. . . the basin, and avoids the difficulty of what is to be done with the water jug after pouring out. Made
... of the finest Doulton Ware, mounted on Art Brass or Bronzed Stands. Inspection invited.
ABRAM FRENCH COMPANY
SOIiE imPOl^TEf^S,




American and Foreign Teachers, Professors and Musicians, of both sexes,
for Universities, Colleges, Schools, Families and Churches. Cir-
culars of choice schools carefully recommended to
parents. Selling and renting of school property.
BEST REFERENCES FURNISHED. E. MIRIAM COYRIERE,
150 Fifth Avenue, cor. of Twentieth St., New York City.
Judge {interrupting the ivitness from WeUesky).— " Ex-
cuse me, madam, but I cannot understand you. Would









Grand, Upright and Square
lAHO- -BORTES
Llr)equ<allc(a ir) Yor)e, Y®^^b ' w opl^irjerrjsriip oxrjd Dupabilily.
Every Instrument Fully Wappanted fop Five Yeaps.
— =^^S WAREROOMS:^
BALTIMORE. I >A^ASHINGTON,
22 and 24 E. Baltimore St. | 817 Pennsylvania Ave.
NEW YORK, 148 Fifth Avenue, near 20th Stpeet.




Ladies and Gentlemen visiting Boston are respectfully invited to
inspect the beautiful collection of China and Glass which the sub-
scriber is displaying. His BRILLIANT CUT GLASS is not excelled
in the world. The CHINA has been personally selected from the best
factories in Europe and India. The entire building is occupied for the
sale of China and Glass, and the upper floors are easily reached by
passenger elevator.
RICHARD BRIGGS,
Corner School and Washington Streets Boston
WELLESLEY LEGENDA.
J. H. VAN AUKEN. "—
. . AND . . 6
IMPORTER OF g :tt|i imBb
J
Ho. 505 Washington StPcct « « « - Boston, |Vlass.
FRAMING A SPECIALTY.
Kew loRK If Rew England Railroad.
TRAINS BETWEEN BOSTON AND NEW YORK
Leave either city, 12.00 M. Arrive at the other, 6.30 P. M.
" " " 3.00 P.M. " " " 9.00 P.M.
THE SHORTEST LINE. ALWAYS ON TIME.
DINING CARS. NEW PARLOR CARS AND COACHES.
The 3.00 P. M. train runs daily, inchiding Sundays.
The Washington E.\press leaves Boston daily at 7 P.M., with through Pullman sleepers for Philadelphia,
Baltimore and Washington.
OFFICE, 322 WASHINGTON STREET ; DEPOT, FOOT OF SUMMER STREET, BOSTON.
GRAND CENTRAL STATION, NEW YORK.
G. H. Chessman. J. M. Sui.UVAN.
H.




BASEMENT, 21 So. Side F. H. Market, BOSTON.
WELLESLEY LEGENDA.





BY DIRECT AND ALTERNATE CURRENT.
ELECTRIC ARC LIGHTING,
Series Incandescent Lighting on Arc Light Circuits.
Street Lighting by Incandescent Lamps.
Transmission of Power for Stationary Work.
Electrical Street Car Propulsion.
The Tbon)50D-[loiJ5l:oD Electric Co.
62,0 Atlantic Avenue, Boston, Mass. 148 Michigan Avenue, Chicago, III.
Wall ajid Loyd Streets, Atlanta, Ga. 403-40^ Sibley Street, St. Paul, Minn.
WELLESLEY LEGENDA,
CHAH^E^^ W. PE^F^HY
Pure ©rags ^^d ^olfet Qrtiefes, pG,vfume.r^, ii\e.
Particular Attention Given to the Compounding of
Physicians* Prescriptions.
SHATTUCK BUILDING, WELLESLEY, MASS.
p^nmoimted photographs
-^fe^T Lir)cier)i (ar)<a /'laaerrigs^
Representing the Masterpieces of Painting, Sculpture and Architecture.
VIEWS FROM ALL PARTS OF THE WORLD.
Mountel Photographs lor Framing, in great variety; all the ne"w suhjeots
as fast as published. Artistic Framing to Order. Over 14,000
subjects in stock.
SOULE PHOTOGRAPH CO., 338 Wasliington Street, Boston.
il7epapGl, /Nopvyell B Co.
EWHKN YOU WISH TO BUY;
t>=- GIdves, LacES, HosiGry, Art Drapery,* * Silks, Fretwork, Screens,
OR ANY KIND of DRY GOODS.
i VISIT '
Sliepard, Norwell Sc Co.'s .... Winter Street.
YOU ARE SURE OF HONEST DEALING.
WELLESI.EY EEl.ENDA.




. ARTISTS' MATERIALS . •
.
ART STUDIES.
:. :. :. :. DECORATIVE GOODS OF ALL KINDS .-. .-. .-. .-
PICTURE FRAMING.
We make a specialty of this department, as our line of mouldiitgs is large and prices
very reasonable. Picture Mats of all kinds.
STATIONERY.
We carry a line of Plain Stationery at very low prices. We solicit a share of yuur
])atronage.
No. 4 Park Street, Boston, Mass.
Descriptive Catalogues
* OF
HOUGHTON, . MIFFLIN & CO.'S
Publications
Classified liy Subjects, and giving the full Titles of the Books contained in tlieni, witli llieir Contents
or Descriptive Notices where needed for fuller understanding of the scope of the books.
Biography {32 pp-) Poetry and Drama (48 pp.)
Essays (40 pp.) Politics (36 pp.)
Friction (36 pp) Reference (12 pp-)
History (32 pp.) Religion (42 pp.)
Household Subjects (12 pp) Science and Natural
Juvenile (16 pp.) History (32 pp-)
Law (16 pp.) Travel (24 pp-)
SENT WITHOUT COST TO ANY ADDRESS, ON APPLICATION TO






iSD Tremont St., Boston.
pine Cl?'^'^' E'ciss anb ftamps.
The subscribers offer an extensive stock
of the best products of English,
French, German, Austrian and
Domestic Potteries and Glass
Factories, embracing every house-
hold requisite in this line.
In the Art Pottery Rooms (third floor,
take lift) will be seen choice
specimens adapted to Wedding
Gifts. Also an extensive exhibit
of Engagement Cups and
Saucers from the low cost to the
most expensive specimens.
T ONES, Mt'DUFFEE S STRflTTON,




Qa55 and SocietL| fm, Rio^s aod [jad^es.
We make a Specialty of all kinds of Badges, Medals, etc., for Clubs and Classes.
Also make all kinds of Fine Jewelry, and keep in stock
Diamonds and Jewelry of all kinds.
WRITE US FOR DESIGNS FOR CLASS AND SOCIETY PINS.
HENRY GUILD ^ SON,
438 Washington, cor. Winter Street, Boston.
Pedaniic Junior (^anxious to be included in some category).— "Ich auch !
"
rERPLiXED Senior.— "Don't be hurling your Greek at mc."
\_Lau^hter^
Perplexed Senior (hastily). — "I haven't studied Latin since my Fresh-
man year."
{^Increased laughter.']
Perplexed Senior (trying to he calm, hut blushing violently). — "Well,
I'rench, then—-I di)n't see what ditlerence it makes."
N. B. — When the Senior recovered her senses, she protested that the words
were pronounced " Ik auk."
T. E. MOSELKY & CO.
46^ Washington jStreet, Boston.
SHOE * DEALERS.
A Large Assortment for Young Ladies.
DISCOUNT TO TEACHERS AND STUDENTS OF WELLESLEY COLLEGE.
WELLESLEY LEGENDA.
JAMESON S KNOWLESI>
^ IS WINIiEI^ STI^EET, BOSTON, MASS.
Fine Kid Hand-sewn OXFORDS, with Stylish
Patent Leather Toe Tips, $3.50. Suitable
for Street Wear during the Warm Months.
Original Styles and Special Novelties always in Stock at the most reasonable prices. Twelve and One




.^t I^«t>i'icatitio; and r^ T T ^\ T.^--_
eJ \ Is V ^"I^i l^arnincj . . . \J J_ \^^ i^
-d NAPHTHA AND GASOLENEO






In 3, 5, and Id 11). p:iil,s ami ID lb. tubs; also
PURE LARD
by the liercc, barrel, half barrels and tubs; is
for sale by every lirst-class grocer and provi-
sion dealer—all lard rendered by us is free
from all Cotton Seed Oil, Tallow, Suet, and
other adulterations so commonly used, and
WARRANTED STRICTLY PURE. None genu-
ine without our name stamped upon the
package.






^Especially DesirahlE lor Ladies' Use.g^-
T'
AS A DETECTIVE CAMERA.
'HE MIDGET POCKET CAMERA is the most compact
^!C::^\' Wlf Mil
~ camera ever made, it being but li inches thick when folded,
"^i^V^fnl and the 3^ x 4^ can be carried in an ordinary coat pocket, while
^5^^/illlim the 4 X 5 can be carried in an overcoat pocket. On account
^^^^Mllri,! of jts extreme compactness it is invaluable for tourists, bicyclists
and canoeists.
The lens is provided with Rotating Diaphragms and Rotating
Diaphragm Shutter for instantaneous views; this shutter is a novel
device and very simple, and at the same time is very compact, as it occupies no more room
than the rotating diaphragm.
The change from a View Camera to a Detective Camera, or vice versa, is made in fifteen
seconds.
The Midget is a Combination Camera of the highest order, and whether as a View or
Detective Camera it is not excelled.










If the Detective Camera feature is not desired,
deduct $10.00.
We will guarantee perfect satisfaction with all
our apparatus, or goods may be returned in a week
and money will be refunded.
• SEND FOR CATALOGUE.
ROCHESTER OPTICAL CO.





L. S. & M. S. RY. CO
The addition to he made about June i, 1891, to this Company's excellent through train
service of
TWO NEW TRAINS
Places at the disposal of
§TUDENTS OF ai?|ELLESLEY ©OLLEGE
(iSSXc)
liettcr facilities than ever. The equipment will be new, built expressly for service on these
trains, and will be equal in almost every respect to that of the famous
NEW YORK AND CHICAGO LIMITED.
The distinguishing features of the Lake Shore Route, as applied to its present train service,
namely
:
8PEE0, COIFORT. SAFETY UNO PUNCIUAE SERIE.
will enter thoroughly into the service of the new trains, and as a " thing of beauty is a joy
forever," so will it be with these new trains— beautiful in proportions and Hnish, and a joy
to all who use them.
The PRIVATE COM-
PARTMENT CARS on
the LIMITED, with rooms
single and en suite, are
' 7 A^ •:.
"•4-^
arrani^ed expressly for par-
ties of friends, affordi)/;^
the seclusion and comforts
of a home.
THE ONLY LINE VIA TOLEDO, CLEVELAND, BUFFALO
NIAGARA FALLS
New York, Boston and Intermediate Points.





Gen. Pass, and Ticket Agent.
xli
WELLESLEY LEGENDA.
T fiDIES desirir\g to purcl:|ase Millinery Goods can always
^ find tt^e Latest and Most Correct Styles at
"THE BOUQUET,"
r'
34 TREMONT STREET, BOSTON.
A LIBERAL DISCOUNT GIVEN TO TEACHERS AND STUDENTS.
MRS. ANNE FESSENDEN,
WELLESLEY, MASS.
EALS AT ALL HOURS. • • • CATERING. • • • PARTIES SDPPLIED AT
SHORT NOTICE.






TEUEPHONE CONNECTION WITH COLUEGE.
Guests conveyed to and frorq College, free of charge,
on regular coacl^.
-,-VALSO PROPRIETOR O F -V*-
BAILEY'S Boston Express and Livery Stables.
A. BAILEY - - Proprietor.
xlii
WELLESLEY LEGENDA,
Drs, H. D. and a, H, OSGOOD, D. M, D.
25 Trenqorit Street,
BOSTON, MASS-
Special Attention given to Every Department of Dentistry.
p\ANA HALL, Wellesley. Aass. (^
I ^ • "T——^57—rr- sav—r» 't—s^'^ »' VS.-" ^^^^—"^ ^^5^—r»^ *^
^
The eleventh year of the Dana Hall School
will open Thursday, the loth of September.
Pupils finishing the course enter Wellesley
College without examination. Special oppor-
tunities are offered for advanced work in French,
German and Music. The price for board and
tuition is $450 for the school year. Tuition
without board, $100.
For Further Information,
apply to the Principals,
JULIA A. EASTMAN,
SARAH P. EASTMAN.
«<1THE NEOWAHGA ART STUDIO, TEN-EYCK BLOCK. CAZENOVIA, N. Y.>-
Dear Friend,— Do you own a Kodak, Hawkeye, or other make of Camera, and
will you please send us your address and receive a valuable circular, setting forth our
new method of producing a high grade of Kodak work?
The next time your Kodak is full, send it to us if you wish the best possible result
from what you have already done yourself. We will give you the benefit of our years
of experience. You i'ress the Buiton and let Marshall Bros, do the rest — the
result will give you pleasure, and your album of Kodak pictures will appeal with confi-
dence to the most exacting critic.
Samples of work sent on application. First-class references in Cazenovia, Syracuse,
New York, Washington, Philadelphia, Albany, Boston, London, Paris, and many other




600 rooms at $1.00 per day and upwards. European Plan.
First-class Restaurant, Dining Rooms, Cafe and Lunch Counter, ^ la carte, at moderate
prices.
Guests' Baggage to and from Grand Central Depot free.
Rooms where ladies and gentlemen may check valises, coats, parcels, etc., withcmt charge.
Travellers arriving via Grand Central Depot save Carriage-hire and Baggage Exi-kess
by stopping at the Grand Union.






21 AND 23 TEMPLE PLACE.






7K OF" Al^L^ KINDS.
Nos. 10, 12, 14 and 16 Faneuil Hall Market,
BOSTOInT.
M. J. CONANT & CO.






^1 aft(^ ^^ $(l)<sit:h Market 0t
27 CHATHAM STREET,
M. J. CONANT.
W. 3. VINCENT. i % i i t t BOSTON.
xlv
WELLESLEY LEGENDA.
AWARDED GOLD MEDAL AT NEW ORLEANS EXPOSITION, 1835
ALSO AT PARIS UNIVERSAL EXPOSITION, 1889.
'ICKEB - !f)EFRlGERATDR - t'JDMPANY.
:////////////////" ///y///////''/^^'''
General Offices. Huditorixlrr). CJ^icago.
BRANCH OFFICES.
Wilder Building, I^DchEster, N, Y,, 433 Chestnut StreEt, Philadelphia, Pa.,
and a West 2Gth Street, New York City.
Two Compartment Refrigerator Room in the Residence of W. S. Kimball, Esq., at Rochester, N. Y.
(DOLL) CTQRAGE ROOMS OF £VERY \/ARIETY AND CiZE
IN USE IN ALL THE PRINCIPAL CITIES IN THE UNITED STATES.
Even in Temperature, Dr^ and Economical. Over 8,000 cars in constant service. Wood
and Tile Lined Refrigerator Rooms in Private Residences a Specialty.








Miss Suitniakcr, devoted tu her instructor, Miss Doniecon, hands in excuse for
absence.
Miss Domecon returns it, remarking icily, " 1 do not think I can recogni/.e this.
Miss Suitmaker."
It was discovered by the other devotees that the signature was "Sue M. Domecon.''
Teachers Co-Operative Association
Established in 1884. ' Positions filled, 2300. See
70-72 DEARBORN ST
CHICAGO.
, J ks Teachers who
are ambitious for advancemept rather than those without positionc.
TER CHERS ^BE INTRODUCED
TO SCHOOL-
OF.FICERS,




IMPORTERS AND RETAILERS OF
Pine Cf)ina for Decorations.
WE CARRY NOTHING BUT
GOODS FROM THE BEST MAKERS,
Dur Line nf Artists' MatErials and BtatiDnery
Is Very Complete aud our Prices are Very Low.
PVE ENGRAVE COPPER PLATE IN FIRST-CLASS STYLE, AND PR/NT FROM IT 30
CARDS ON THREE-PLY WEDDING STOCK FOR 8q CENTS.
Houghton and Dutton,
Trerr\or(t and Beacon Streets.
VVliLLESLEY LEGENDA.
DLillR I'RESIinERllL AQDEMT,
JOHN I. BLAIR Foundation.
Englishj Latin^ GreEkj French; Germanj Music,
Drawingj Fainting and Fhysical CulturE,
LARGE ENDOWMENT. LOW RATES.




Is an elegant Toilet preparation;
Is excellent for Tan and Sunljurn;
Is good for Chapped Ilantls;
Is used for Roughness of Skin;
Is cooling and refreshing after shaving;
Is not sticky like Glycerine;
Is not greasy like Vaseline;
Is pleasant to use, and dries cjuickly;
Is nicely perfumed, and
Is a good Hair iJresser — cleans out Dan-
druff;
Is used by those desiring a clear complexion
;
Is warranted to make the skin soft and smooth
Is an article no lady shoukl be without.
Will be sent jjrcpaid on recei])t of 25 cents.
FOLEY & COMPANY,





A GIFT WORTH HAVING.
(Feminine Chorus): Oh ! isn't it lovely ! I must have a Kodak
i
Send to The Eastman Company. Rochester. N. Y., for a
copy of "Do I want a Camera," (illustrated) free t'v mail.
E\{Of^l\S \J. JO|^J\lSOj\l, #
'mbosB^f "•"•^ D^^ofatoi'.
\Jpholstepy Lieatheps.-
-plain and paney lieathers,
GIMPS, CORDS, ETC.
BRASS, ANTIC^UE AND LEATHER NAILS,
aS7 GANAL STREET, NEW YORK,
WKLI.KSLKY LEGliNUA.
pOLLEGES, ACAD.EMIES AND SCHOOLS
^^ cannot afford to be without a Typewriter.
THE REMINGTON
M': 'EWtlf
Is used more widely in these institutions than any other machine, and has been for
Fifteeri Years tl\e Standard,
and embraces the
I^A^E^Sl^ AND HlQHE^S^ AGHIE)YE)ME)N1:'S
of inventive skill.
SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE.









SMOI^ED AMD Dl^IBD BEEP,
Smoi^ed, ^oi^ned and Saltpbti^ed
©ONGUEs, ©i^iPE, Sausages, ErnG,
38 AND 40 FANEUIL HALL MARKET,
,^ BOSTON, h^
SLAUGHTER HOUSE, NO. 11 BRIGHTON ABATTOIR.






Newest Shades in CREPES, CASHMERES AND GRENADINES.
TENNIS FLANNELS AND OUTINC CLOTHS.Specialties in
THE LATEST PARIS STYLES IN
l^resB 'trimmings, PasBementeries anb T^ibbons.
VELVET RIBBONS A SPECIALTY.
CHANDLER & CO.'S DUCHESSE GLOVE,
Always Reliable, Fully Warranted.
CHANDLER & CO.
NA^lNTER STREET _ - - BOSTON.
Hii
WELLESLEY LEGENDA.
211 TREMONT Street, Boston.






l/ieii/s of College Buildings, Portraits of the Faculty, and Illustrations for
College Journals. Cuts for College Publications.
Copies of Architectural, Mechanical, Scientific and other Drawings, Maps, Plans and
Diagrams, Artistic I'rogrammes, Invitations, Menu ( "ards, I )ance ( )r(lers, etc., etc.
Estimates Furnished on Application.




The Niagara Falls Route"
AVEEN
Chicago
N. Y. Central & Hudson River








Is llDcpalM ill Tone, Toiicli, Wortaaiislilp and Diiraiity.




TWO SENIORS IN CONVERSATION AT TABLE.
" Did you hear the crows this morning?"
" Yes, they were having a regular caucus."
Then she wondered why they laughed.
'he St. ItOUIS IyGIENIC ioiLEGE
PHYSICIANS AND SURGEONS
Will begin its Fifth Annual Course of instruction Tuesday, Sept. 29, 1891. It educates men
and women for practice in Hygeio-Therapy, or curing the sick by strictly hygienic agents.
This school is legally chartered and officered. It has annually a full course of lectures of six
months each, there being three courses in all. Thorough instruction is given in Anatomy,
Surgery, Chemistry, Physiology, Pathology, Hygeio-Therapy, Sanitary Engineering, Physical
Culture, and all other branches pertaining to a medical educalinn.
For further information, address for announcement
s. V7-. IDOXDIDS, :m:. u.
2826 WASHINGTON AVENUE _ _ - _ ST. LOUIS, MO.
277





Information cosIb but the trouble of in(juiiy.
FOGG'S RAILWAY AGENCY,




o^bn and '^lUnvI^. \{.




^Conneaing in Chicago for all points in the&-
ttininHiininminiiimniinniiiiiiiitiiiiniiiiniiiiiitniiiitmifitHHiiiiiiii
Luxurious WaguEr VE^tihulE Cars on all through trains,
Remember that the Boston and Albany is the
ONLY line from New England running through
cars over the famous 4-track New York Central
and Hudson River R. R. Accommodation in
Parlor or Sleeping Cars, time tables and all
information may be obtained at City Ticket
Office, % ^ % % % %
232 WasMflitoD St., or at Statloi, lieBlaM St., Bostoi.
A. S. HANSON. Gen. Pass. Agent.
Iviii
WELLESLEY LEGENDA.
Jacl^et^, sSacq^ae^ and /Ianties.
-•Ji.WE SHOW.^
T^ie Largest StocK in Boston, all of Our Oy^T\ Manufacture,
and rqade in tl]e Latest Paris Styles,
Qqp Shouldett Capes - "^^
Are made from all the Fashionable Furs, and are in all the new styles. We
make a specialty of Repairing and Remodelling Saaiues. Jackets and Capes.
Edward Kakas & Sons,
THE LEADING FURRIERS,
404 Washington Street, ------ BOSTON, MASS.
foof fafts, fon| luckboafds, fonf harnesses.
SHETLAND PONY CART.
R. M. BINGHAM S CO.
CATALOGUE FREE. ROMB, N. V.
wi:llksley legenda.
""^HE OLD CORNER THREAD STORE,"
^1834 --•••••----^ 1890. if-
CEILEY & WRIGHT,
SUCCESSORS TO -^^







!? irst ^yarit^ ar^d §^ul\ (3ig§or{(nen\.
CEILEY & WRIGHT,




QuERV. — Is it easier for a camel to go through the






J/ave you ever tried the fine correspondence papers made by the Whiting Paper Company,
of Holyoke, Mass?
You will find them the best papers manufactured for all the uses of polite stationery.
They are made in rough and smooth finish, and in all the fashionable tints.
All dealers in fine stationery throughout the country can supply you with these goods.
Their trademark on go. ds is a guarantee of their excellence.
NEW YORK OFFICES AND FACTORIES, 150 and 152 DUANE STREET.
DR. JOHN F. DOWSLEY ! MiSSES O'NEILL k DOWSLEY,
Room 19, Evans House, 175 Tremont St.
Boston, Mass.





Opp. the Park Theatre,
BOSTO N
lourning Goods always on hand.
Ixi
WELLESLEY LEGENDA.
gYI^ON AILEY ^ @d.
33 WINTER STREET.
We believe we have the Mast Caraplete Line 0,^
lD^Dm3' ^ Neci<)W^(ir\
LADIES' COTTON UNDERWEAR
.... IN THE CITY
Always tliG Newest NOVELTIES m all grades.
WE MAKE A REDUCTION OF TEN PER CENT TO THE STUDENTS OF WELLESLEY COLLEGE.
Ixii
WELLESLEY LEGENDA.
0. A. JcnKin^ & TO.,
LADIES'
inf\\^\l an^ F-pencl} l/alkjn^, I^islir2j, OuUnf ar2sl gpaVeIlir2f
LADIES' FURS OF EVERY KNOWN VARIETY.
Furs Stored and Insured against Fire and Moth during the Summer.
407 Washington street, BOSTON.
W. C. DALZELL, Pres. R. C. TAFT, Treas.
D/^CZeCC /yCCE (eO/T)p/^flY,
Manufacturers of
Pine i ©arriage t ^fxles,
SOUTH EGREMONT, MASS.
WHEN you wish to Imy a FINE CARRIAGE always insist nn having the " Dalzell
"
Axle. Their manufactory is only for the fine carriage trade, and they have the
indorsement of most of the builders of line carriages in this country. The " Imjiroved
Collinge" Axle manufactured by them has no equal in the world for a line coach axle.
Their " Centennial " Axle for light work has been in constant use the past fourteen
years, and has some of the strongest indorsements as to its merit. Don't fail to ask your
carriage builder all al^out the " Dalzell " Axle.
Ixiii
WELLESLEV LEGEXDA.
HOAAs White e Co.
DEALERS IN
-v^o
J 6 ESSEX STREET BOSTON
FIRST DOOR FROM WASHINGTON STREET.
Strictly first-class Boots and Shoes at lowest prices in Boston.






MACKINTOSHES IN EVERY VARIETY.
CLOB HATS AND CAPS MADE TO
381 Washington Street Boston.
Ixiv
\v 1-: 1. 1. 1:^ Lt^' 1 . i:* .ENDA.
J^E DRESS GOODS.
OUR DRESS GOODS DEPARTMENTS,
QillCs, • rottons, • \J!/oollerLS^ • faces,
Claim to be the Leading Departments in New England, so far as Late
Foreign Novelties are concerned.
WE SHAH BE GWD TO SEND SAMPLES TO YOU OR TO YOUR FRIENDS AT ANY TIME.
If you live at a distance from Boston we think it would be an advantage
to you if your name was known to us as a regular "charge customer," so
that vou would not need to remit with each order. All that is necessary
is a Boston reference, or a reference to a National Bank or well-known
business house in the place in which you live.
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